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An Analysis of Hamlet 
Act 3, Scene 4, Lines 40-51

J.B. Horsley

Shakespeare is considered by many to be the world’s greatest play-
wright because of his complex plots and characters. Their complex-
ity derives from multiple meanings of the lines. In Shakespeare’s 
masterpiece, Hamlet, Prince Hamlet of Denmark attempts to kill 
his uncle, King Claudius. Claudius murdered Hamlet’s father, King  
Hamlet I, and married Hamlet’s mother, Queen Gertrude, too soon 
after the late king’s death, causing Hamlet to feel it his filial duty to 
avenge his father’s death by killing Claudius. Hamlet, however, has dif-
ficulty completing this duty because of his Christian morality, teaching 
that murder is always wrong. In Act 3, Scene 4, Hamlet confronts Ger-
trude about her marriage to Claudius and his father’s murder. Ham-
let gives a speech in lines 40-51 in which he discusses an evil action, 
which because of Shakespeare’s multiple meanings, can either be inter-
preted as Gertrude’s marriage to Claudius or Hamlet’s task to murder 
Claudius, revealing that Hamlet’s intense Christian morality governs 
his every thought.

Hamlet uses prostitution and other sinful diction to liken his mother’s 
act of marrying Claudius to the act of prostitution so that she might re-
alize her sin. Initially Hamlet states that Gertrude’s marriage “blurs the 
grace and blush of modesty” (line 41). In doing so, Hamlet personifies 
“modesty” by describing its “grace and blush,” therefore making “mod-
esty” a girl, who must maintain her “grace” and her “blush.” Girls are 
supposed to remain modest and virtuous by maintaining their virgin-
ity until joining in legitimate wedlock. However, because Gertrude’s 
marriage “blurs” (line 41) the girl’s face, it behaves similarly to make-
up, which in Shakespeare’s time was only used by prostitutes to make 
themselves more desirable and, therefore, more likely to be hired. So 
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her action is meant to appear appealing, but is actually hiding its true, 
corrupt nature, “call[ing] virtue hypocrite” (line 42), because her mar-
riage is the exact opposite of what it is meant to be, virtuous.  

Gertrude’s marriage is meant to be virtuous, but is nothing more than 
sinful incest. Her marriage is similar to a young girl who is meant to 
be virtuous and might portray herself as being so. However, when she 
acts upon what she considers innocent love, she truly acts upon her 
lust and becomes nothing but a whore. For by engaging in premarital 
sex, the girl “takes off the rose / from [her] fair forehead” (lines 42-43), 
and by doing so, she removes her virtue. Hamlet uses a rose to symbol-
ize a girl’s virginity, or more bluntly, her vagina, which is commonly 
referred to as a flower. So when a girl loses her virginity, or is “deflow-
ered,” she loses her virtue and becomes an undesired whore. Even if 
the “the fair forehead” belongs to “an innocent love” (line 43), the girl 
still becomes impure and wrecks her image, her “fair forehead” (line 
42). Her forehead should be clear of sin and made clean by the water 
of her baptism. No matter how innocent the girl or the sex may seem, 
by partaking in premarital sex, the girl dirties her “forehead.” Her de-
flowering “sets a blister there” (line 44). In the early modern period, 
a blister refers to the branding put on convicted prostitutes, normally 
on the forehead. And so the girl’s sex has led to her “flower” being re-
moved and replaced by a “blister,” destroying her clean and baptized 
forehead. Contrastingly, the “blister” could refer to an STD, as the blis-
ter of an STD now replaces where the flower, virgin vagina, once was. 
By comparing “such an act” (line 40) of Gertrude marrying Claudius 
to the girl made prostitute, Hamlet claims that Gertrude’s marriage is 
nothing more than prostitution, and is thus a false representation of 
love: a lie. 

In continuing his derision of Gertrude’s marriage, Hamlet states that 
her marriage is a wicked lie. He does this by calling “[Gertrude’s] mar-
riage vows / as false as dicers’ oaths” (line 45). A dicer, or a dice-player, 
would play numerous games with dice, the most popular being liar’s 
dice. In this game, players all roll die that only they can see, and then 
they lie about their roll so other players will guess incorrectly and the 
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liar can win. By likening his mother’s vows to a “dicers’ oaths” (line 45), 
Hamlet says that her vows were hollow, nothing more than sinful lies 
pretending to be holy. However, Hamlet is referring both to Gertrude’s 
vows to Claudius and to his own father. By marrying Claudius, Ger-
trude has made lies of her vows to Hamlet’s father because she did not 
remain true to them. Therefore, her vow to Claudius, and the marriage 
itself, is horribly impure. The fact that Gertrude does not realize her 
sin has no relevance for Hamlet.

Hamlet believes that the sin of her marriage is so great because not 
only is it a sinister contract with Claudius, but also with the Devil.  
Gertrude’s marriage “as from the body of contraction plucks / the very 
soul” (lines 46-47). “Contraction,” being the contract of marriage, 
“plucks” or takes away part of the soul and gives it to the spouse.  How-
ever, when one commits sin, one makes a “contraction” with the Devil.  
Because Gertrude’s marriage to Claudius is sinful, she not only made 
a contract with him, but also did so with the Devil, compromising her 
soul. Her marriage also has “sweet religion [make] / a rhapsody of 
words” (lines 47-48).  The words Gertrude has spoken or will speak de-
fending her love of Claudius are made into a “rhapsody,” or a jumbled 
mess, by “sweet religion.” Hamlet has two meanings for “religion” in 
this phrase: Christianity and marriage vows. If Hamlet means Christi-
anity, her words are made meaningless because Christianity states that 
her marriage has made her vows and words meaningless. If he means 
marriage vows, he means her marriage vows with Claudius are made 
illegitimate by true and “sweet” vows to King Hamlet.  

Not only does Gertrude’s marriage make Hamlet angry, but it angers 
Heaven itself. Her marriage causes “Heaven’s face [to] glow… with 
heated visage, as against the doom, / … thought-sick at the act” (lines 
48, 50-51). By “glow[ing] with heated visage,” “Heaven’s face” becomes 
hot, or angry, at the action because of its wretchedness. It is the same 
heat that comes “as against the doom” (line 50), meaning that Heaven’s 
anger is similar to the heat that radiates in expectation of Judgment 
Day. On Judgment Day, Hell opens and the Devil claims all of the souls 
that have committed sins and not repented. Therefore, the “heated vis-
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age” Heaven has while “thought-sick” at Gertrude’s marriage is as hot 
as the earth on Judgment Day. In other words, Heaven is “mad as Hell” 
that Gertrude married Claudius and views it equal to all other sins ever 
committed combined. Hamlet views Gertrude’s marriage to Claudius as 
so horrible that he believes it to be not only sinful, but adulterous and 
incestuous in so powerful a way that it will bring forth Judgment Day.

In contrast, Hamlet’s use of sinful diction and personification of mod-
esty and Heaven shows his own hesitation in killing Claudius because 
it goes against his Christian morality. Hamlet believes that the agree-
ment he made with his father’s ghost to kill Claudius is similar to an 
agreement a prostitute makes. The act of murdering Claudius “blurs the 
grace and blush of modesty” (line 41) the same way a prostitute does 
by applying make-up. Hamlet refers to the natural “blush” all girls have 
in their cheeks and the “grace” all people are born with. But in Hamlet’s 
day, only prostitutes wore make-up; so if a girl’s face was “blur[red],” 
then she was a prostitute and a sinner. Therefore, since Hamlet per-
sonifies “modesty” as a girl who “blurs” her face with make-up, she 
similarly “blurs” her “grace,” leading to her damnation. Hamlet fears 
that by murdering Claudius, he will feel the same effects as a prostitute 
applying make-up because in the eyes of God; he will be viewed as  
a sinner.  

Hamlet fears that the ghost is disguising the horrible act as an act of 
filial piety in the same way that prostitutes usually wore make-up to 
cover their face and hide the STDs and other flaws on it. Although the 
act may seem Godly because Hamlet is demonstrating his “innocent 
love” (line 43) for his father that all sons have, it is not pious at all. For 
the act appears to Hamlet similar to that of a young “innocent” girl 
partaking in sexual acts with her first love. Although it may seem pure, 
innocent, even virtuous, in reality, she is nothing more than a whore 
and a prostitute. In her sexual activity, she “takes off the rose / from 
[her] fair forehead… / and sets a blister there” (line 42-44). Roses, be-
ing very beautiful flowers, traditionally symbolize love and beauty, but 
flowers are also used to symbolize virginity and vaginas. By having sex, 
the girl removes her true beauty, “the rose,” the chastity she once pos-
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sessed, and replaces it with “a blister.” As previously stated, the blister 
has two meanings, a mark of adultery or an STD. If the blister refers 
to a mark of adultery, that means Hamlet again states his fears of hav-
ing his virtue removed and thus being marked as a sinner destined 
for Hell. However, if the blister refers to an STD, that means Hamlet 
fears becoming infected with sin from his one wicked action. And by 
becoming infected, he fears the sin will spread, like “blister[s],” and he 
will thus commit more sins in a chain reaction, or possibly spread his 
sins to others. Either way, Hamlet fears that by carrying out the murder 
of Claudius, he will be marked as a sinner and then have his life and 
afterlife ruined in the same way as a prostitute.  

If Hamlet follows through with the “contract” he has with his father 
and murders his father’s killer, Hamlet fears that action will make 
nothing sacred. Specifically, he fears that the murder “[will make] mar-
riage vows / as false as dicers’ oaths” (lines 44-45). “Marriage vows” are 
the most sacred contract two people can enter into, and so if he keeps 
his promise to his father’s ghost, he will make marriage vows look 
like “dicers’ oaths,” which, as stated previously, refers to the lies made 
in liar’s dice. Because Hamlet sees that by completing his agreement 
with his father’s ghost, he would simultaneously break his contract 
with Heaven and God to obey the Bible, which clearly states “Thou 
Shalt Not Kill.” Therefore, to keep his agreement with his father, Ham-
let would need to break a contract so powerful and important that he 
would make “marriage vows” into meaningless lies: the covenant.

Above all, Hamlet fears breaking the covenant, which murder does un-
doubtedly. Continuing on his fear of breaking the covenant, Hamlet 
believes that murdering Claudius “from the body of contraction plucks 
/ [his] very soul” (lines 46-47). The “contraction” he made with God 
as a Christian must be upheld above all else, and if Hamlet instead 
keeps his filial contract to his father, his “very soul” will be “pluck[ed]” 
away from him and given to the Devil. In Christianity, only beings 
with souls intact can enter Heaven. If Hamlet breaks his contract with 
Heaven and loses his soul, then he will go to Hell, a fate that Hamlet 
cannot accept after the ghost’s description of it.  
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Previously, Hamlet spoke only morally and condemned all sin, and so 
believes that killing Claudius will void everything he has said. The pure 
words Hamlet once spoke will be made “a rhapsody” by “sweet religion” 
(lines 47-48). If he commits murder, all his prior virtuous speeches 
will lose their meaning after Hamlet commits murder because it will 
prove to God that Hamlet does not obey his word and thus “calls virtue 
hypocrite” (line 42). For Hamlet considers himself the “virtu[ous]” one 
in his family because he is the religious scholar. If he commits murder 
and goes against his teachings and speeches against sin, he proves that 
he cannot keep his word, he is a “hypocrite,” and his words are mean-
ingless. Therefore, Christianity, the “sweet religion,” deems Hamlet’s 
words to be valueless.  

Hamlet fears that Heaven, and God Himself, will damn him for com-
pleting such a terrible act. He will feel that “Heaven’s face does glow… 
thought-sick at the act” (lines 48, 51). Hamlet personifies “Heaven” 
here because he sees God and Heaven as synonymous. Just by thinking 
about Hamlet committing murder and disobeying the Covenant, God 
becomes angry at Hamlet “with heated visage” (line 50). The “heated 
visage” is so strong “o’er this solidity and compound mass” (line 49) 
that it is “as against the doom” (line 50). The anger God feels at Hamlet 
for even considering breaking the covenant creates so much heat on 
the “compound mass,” Earth, that it feels like it is “as against the doom,” 
or preparing for Judgment Day. God’s anger at Hamlet, measured in 
heat, is as strong as the fires of Hell are hot. Therefore, Hamlet does 
not want to kill Claudius because he fears the divine repercussions will 
be equal to the punishment of all sinners combined on Judgment Day.

When Hamlet confronts his mother about her marriage to Claudius 
and the sin she has committed by marrying him, he is also confronting 
himself about the sin he will commit by murdering Claudius. By focus-
ing so closely on the sin in every action and the repercussions such sin 
will have, Hamlet demonstrates his desire that people remain moral. 
Specifically, Hamlet desires that he remain moral and so he uses his 
moral compass as the ultimate guide for his life. Furthermore, Shake-
speare, by comparing both actions to prostitution, reveals that God 
will punish them all to the same degree. God does not regard any ex-
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cuses that human society has created as acceptable. Therefore, people 
should never sin, no matter how seemingly insignificant or excusable 
the act.
 
Such an act
That blurs the grace and blush of modesty,
Calls virtue hypocrite, takes off the rose
From the fair forehead of an innocent love,
And sets a blister there, makes marriage vows
As false as dicers’ oaths. O, such a deed
As from the body of contraction plucks
The very soul, and sweet religion makes
A rhapsody of words! Heaven’s face does glow,
O’er this solidity and compound mass,
With heated visage, as against the doom,
Is thought-sick at the act.

Hamlet Act 3, Scene 4, Lines 40-51
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The Impressionable Age: Stereotypes in 
Children’s Picture Books

Nicole Crisci

Many firmly held beliefs of adults originate as early as their childhoods, 
whether from the conditioning of parents, interactions with other 
children, or from the normative beliefs that exist around them in 
society. One source of these beliefs that continues to expand is what 
the media portrays as conventional, acceptable, and hegemonic. 
The media even effects toddlers and their ideologies, with children’s 
books being one of the most powerful forms of mass communication. 
Because children are exposed to picture books at such a young age, 
the values that the books portray are the first things they come to 
learn as “right” or “normal” about society. And because children’s 
picture books reflect the existing inconsistencies in gender and racial 
equality in America, even at the progressive year of 2014, children are 
unknowingly conditioned at a young age to buy into these stereotypes, 
perpetuating cyclical prejudice. 

When adults prepare for parenthood, many stock up on picture books 
in the home with the hope that reading to their children will help their 
babies develop speaking and reading skills early on. These parents have 
the time and money to spend on educating their children, usually because 
their high-paying jobs allow them to do so. Generally speaking, these 
parents ordering books online or purchasing them at the nearby Barnes 
and Noble are more likely to have higher levels of disposable income 
than parents who do not buy books for their children, and therefore 
can use more discretion when selecting the images they expose their 
children to and can filter what stereotypes they are buying into. On The 
New York Times Best Sellers List for “Children’s Picture Books,” which 
I consulted in my research, six of the top ten books revolved around 
transportation or animals.1 Transportation and animals are often the 

This paper was written for Stephanie Portman’s Contemporary 
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tools writers utilize to attempt to avoid perpetuating stereotypes in 
their writing. However, out of those six books, there was a definite 
preponderance of lighter furred or skinned animals and light-skinned 
trains and cars. So, while the writers may have purposefully used 
modes of transportation and animals create an image of equality, their 
efforts are discredited by the transparent, personal tendencies of their 
characters. Furthermore, the fact that these books have light-skinned 
animals on the covers shows a preference for a whiter protagonist. On 
the other hand, the books that did not have transportation or animals, 
the books centered around humans, also outwardly preferred white 
people. For example, the third book on the best sellers list was Founding 
Mothers, in which most of the leaders mentioned are white, as is the 
woman on the cover.2 The other books on the list centered around white 
people included Rosie Revere Engineer and I Am Abraham Lincoln. The 
former told the story of a white girl, and the latter glossed over the 
Emancipation Proclamation in a perky, I-saved-the-world-with-no-
opposition way.3 Therefore, while the “The New York Times Best Sellers 
List” shows a variety in picture books with not only white people, the 
list still shows the tendency to depict light skin tones. The danger of 
this fact is that toddlers being exposed to racial preferences so early on 
will mature thinking the books reflect reality, and start to think white 
people are and should be in control of everything, furthering racial 
inequality for generations.

Racial inequality in picture books is not only seen where parents pay 
for books, though. In libraries, the inequality is even more obvious. 
When I visited the San Mateo Public Library and went to the children’s 
section, I noticed that almost every book on display had white children 
on the cover, such as Harold and the Purple Crayon, Love You Forever, 
and Where is Baby’s Belly Button? This is troubling in libraries. As 
public spaces that are visited by people of all racial and socioeconomic 
backgrounds, libraries have the utmost responsibility to support books 
representing all realities. For families that cannot afford to pick and 
choose the books they want their kids to read, whatever books the 
library has is what they have to choose from. There are people of color 
in this socioeconomic status who go to libraries regularly to check out 
books. If every book has white, male protagonists on the cover then 
people of color are being marginalized from what is seen as respected 
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and normative in culture. These library patrons do not have many 
choices so when they check out the books available they, themselves, 
are buying into the stereotype that people of color are less relevant than 
white people. It is so important for young children to be exposed to 
all races at a young age because if they are not, then they will have 
preconceived notions about what is normal and special to society and 
what is not. While these views can be dismantled by children and 
teachers in school, it is important to address these issues at a young 
age when kids do not even realize the inconsistencies. I have noticed 
in my own life that when I read a novel, I assume that the protagonist 
is white unless the book explicitly states otherwise. I suspect I assume 
this because I am so accustomed to reading books where the main 
character is white. This by no means indicates that I don’t believe in 
racial equality, it just exposes that I was conditioned at a young age to 
think a certain way about books. While in television media there is a 
movement to promote people of all races, the book industry is lagging 
behind because authors write what they think will sell, and for them, 
writing about a white child is the safe way to make money off of a 
picture book. 
 
How gender is portrayed in picture books also reflects preexisting 
stereotypes in society. Most of the picture books that I found online 
as best sellers or in the library bought into some sort of gender 
stereotype. For example, the book about animals called Just Me and 
Mommy showed a mother and daughter getting dressed up and doing 
their makeup together. But the parallel to that story, called Just Me 
and Daddy, showed a father and son fishing. Even though the main 
characters are animals and not people, the fact that the female and 
male animals are doing traditional human gender-specific activities 
creates a connection for toddlers to absorb gender stereotypes. Along 
the same lines, books about girls often had pink covers, while books 
about boys often came in a dark blue or black cover. By associating 
specific colors with genders, writers of storybooks are allowing toddlers 
to make assumptions about certain colors and who wears them, and 
those beliefs can stay with children when they go to daycare or school 
and choose friends and toys. In addition, these picture books portray 
the ideal family most times, often with a mom, dad, and two children, 
usually one of each gender. This does not accurately reflect society. If a 
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child grows up with no siblings, no parents, or parents of the same sex, 
that child automatically feels marginalized and begins to envy the ideal 
family that is portrayed by books that always seem to have a happy 
ending. 
 
As we notice these vast and obvious inconsistencies in children’s 
picture books, the question becomes: how can we stop this? I believe 
the solution to gender and racial inequality in books is to have more 
variety in libraries and the marketplace in general. Writers should be 
encouraged to write books about people of color: one with a black 
protagonist, or a book with just Asians in it and no white kids. If there 
is a variety so that it can become normal to see books with all races 
and have books where girls go fishing and boys cook, then stereotypes 
will not be ingrained so easily into the minds of children. It is our 
responsibility to create a safe environment for children to grow and 
develop their own ideologies, free of what is being shoved in their face 
by something so simple as a picture book.

Notes

1. “Best Sellers: Children’s Picture Books,” The Neew York Times, 
last modified February 16, 2014, accessed February 12, 2014, 
http://www.nytimes.com/best-sellers-books/2014-02-16/
picture-books/list.html.

2. Ibid.

3. Brad Meltzer, I Am Abraham Lincoln (New York City, NY: 
Dial, 2014).
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The Legacy of Mao Zedong

Tess Batchelder

Today, China possesses one of the fastest growing capitalist economies 
in the world, centered on manufacturing and exportation. Yet, plastered 
on knickknacks, posters, and currency all around China is the face of 
Mao Zedong, one of the most passionate anti-capitalists in history. Mao 
Zedong, who lived from 1893 to 1976, was the Chairman of the Com-
munist Party of China. Inspired by his Marxist-Leninist beliefs, Mao 
was instrumental in the Communist Party’s rise to power, its victory 
over the nationalist Kuomintang party and the establishment of the 
People’s Republic of China (PRC) on October 1, 1949. As Chairman of 
the PRC, he made various economic, social, and political reforms which 
focused on class struggle and freeing the enormous peasant population 
from exploitation and poverty. Thus, he created a socialist economy by 
erasing all capitalistic institutions. 

However, Mao embraced the notion of a fully industrialized and mod-
ern China. His 1958 Great Leap Forward, an economic program to rap-
idly industrialize China, promoted high production expectations but 
resulted in mass starvation. Mao then handed the Chairmanship over 
to Deng Xiaoping and Liu Shaoqi, who reintroduced the market sys-
tem to the Chinese economy. In 1966 Mao turned his attention to a 
new initiative: the Great Proletarian Cultural Revolution, a movement 
to obliterate ideological deviance. So when he died in 1976, he left a 
complicated legacy. 

Today, Mao’s legacy encompasses both his actions and his egalitarian 
ideals, leaving Chinese people divided by generation in their views of 
their former leader. In this study I will first discuss how many members 
of the older generation who remember Mao view him positively in the 
context of China’s struggle against Japanese imperialism, nationalism, 
and economic inequality. Second, I will reveal how the Communist Par-

This paper was written for Peter Brown’s Ideology class in the fall 
of 2014. 
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ty continues to revere Mao as a godlike figure by separating his actions 
from “Mao Thought,” which contributes to Mao’s widespread presence 
in Chinese society. Third, I will illustrate how this leads many young 
people to feel alienated by the Communist Party, as they are growing up 
in a more global context, aware of the outside world. 

Many older Chinese view Mao positively for his contributions to China’s 
freedom from Japanese imperialism and desolation under the Kuomin-
tang government, the ruling party in China from 1919 through the civil 
war in the 1940’s. As Mao said in his report to Communist Party ac-
tivists in 1935 in the height of Japanese invasion of northern China, 
the Communist Party’s goal is to “form a broad revolutionary national 
united front” in which both the “petty bourgeoisie” and “proletariat” 
must join together.1 Mao emphasized nationalism as a uniting method 
for the Chinese people in gaining back their territory. In addition, Mao 
stated that the Communist Party and the Red Army would be instru-
mental in China’s future “anti-Japanese government and army, capable 
of preventing the Japanese imperialists and Chiang Kai-shek from car-
rying through their policy of disrupting this united front.”2 Mao used 
nationalism to create a communal struggle in China, both against Japan 
and the Kuomintang, leading many Chinese to fight for the Communist 
Party. Mao’s use of nationalism to bring about the CCP’s rise to power 
has remained in China today in the people’s strong reverence for the 
country’s leaders. In a 2013 Global Times poll in China, “nearly 90 per-
cent of respondents believe the greatest merit of Mao . . . is founding 
an independent nation through revolution.”3 Older people who experi-
enced Japanese subjugation are more grateful for Mao because they rec-
ognize the freedom he brought to China through revolution. As Zheng 
Xiangyu, a high school student from Peking University in Beijing Chi-
na, describes, many older members of society, specifically those born 
“around 1940 and 1950 appreciate Mao because of the establishment of 
PRC and the propaganda following that” but those born in “1980 and 
1990 don’t appreciate him,” especially those who “accept some western 
education.”4 The younger generation grew up in an already independent 
China, so they associate Mao with his negative actions. 
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Many people argue that Mao’s economic policies captured the egalitar-
ian spirit of his rule. As Mao was devoted to the issue of class struggle, 
he despised the capitalist system under Chiang Kai-shek for its power 
in dividing people into socio-economic classes. Mao sought to take 
power away from the bourgeoisie, the wealthy business owners. He 
stripped landlords of their property, and divided the land into large 
communes where the peasants labored. Mao strongly emphasized how 
he represented the proletariat in his rule, stating that “however active 
the leading group may be, its activity will amount to fruitless effort by 
a handful of people unless combined with the activity of the masses.”5  
While Marx’s “dictatorship of the proletariat” implied that the prole-
tarian masses should be the true leaders of a nation, Mao interpreted 
this phrase to mean that the nation’s ruler should be a dictator in the 
name of the proletariat, so he took ultimate power.  Mao sought to con-
nect with the rural peasantry to help free them from exploitation of the 
upper class. According to Li Rui, one of Mao’s secretaries, in order to 
achieve this connection with the peasantry, Mao “put on a straw hat, 
straw sandals, a coarse jacket, and short pants,” dressing like the farm-
ers.6 Before the Great Leap Forward, “until the late 1950’s [Mao] spent 
six months of every year touring the countryside.”7 In doing so, he at-
tempted to comprehend the conditions of the masses to truly embody 
a dictator in the name of the proletariat. For example, “to understand 
the conditions among rail workers on the YueHan line, he spent sev-
eral days in a teahouse...drinking tea with the workers.”8 According to 
Zhang Binggui, a clerk at a candy store in Beijing, Zhang “was essen-
tially a slave, not a human being, before liberation” under Mao.9 Zhang 
notes that under Kuomintang rule, he “[worked] 16 or 17 hours a day, 
with never enough rest or enough money or enough food,” but “now 
[he has] security and enough to take care of [his] family.”10 Coming 
from a background of poverty, Zhang appreciates how Mao’s egalitar-
ian reforms provided him the security of basic necessities that were not 
available in pre-communist China. 

Economically, Mao remained connected with the people until the Great 
Leap Forward. Starting in the mid 1950’s, “Mao believed that the self-
less, socialist enthusiasm of the people could accelerate the pace of eco-



nomic development to a level higher than any economy had previously 
achieved.”11 Some may argue that Mao relinquished his value of egali-
tarian and came to crave power through a globally dominant economy 
more than the betterment of the rural poor’s working conditions. By 
1957, “all enterprises were under state control, as most private com-
mercial activity was outlawed and suppressed,” which allowed Mao to 
gain political power in controlling the economy.12 A great amount of 
the output produced by the peasants contributed to the government’s 
investment into heavy industry. In order to sustain this industry, the 
government’s expectations for agricultural output were dramatically 
increased, and could not be fulfilled especially in the harsh winters fol-
lowing 1957. In fact, “grain output fell in 1959 and in 1960 to a level 
25 percent below production in 1958, but state acquisitions of grain 
jumped almost 40 percent in 1959, leaving many communes without 
enough food to get through the winter.”13 The government’s detachment 
from the laborers demonstrated by its unrealistic expectations for pro-
duction caused even greater levels of poverty and famine than China 
experienced previously. By stripping ‘experts’ of their roles in society, 
the CCP had to take leadership in areas where they were not qualified.  
For example, Mao instituted the Great Sparrow Campaign where he 
required all peasants to kill sparrows that were eating grain.14 As Mao 
was not an expert in agriculture, this backfired, and the locusts that the 
sparrows normally ate obliterated the grain. In the famine that spread 
through the countryside, “20 to 30 million people” died.15 Thus, many 
people still resent Mao for his destruction of the Chinese economy, be-
lieving that the widespread poverty and starvation Mao brought to the 
Chinese masses overshadows the egalitarian goals of his socialist eco-
nomic policies. 

The modern economic system in China has exposed a generational 
divide in people’s views of Mao’s economic policies. Currently, China 
has drifted away from Mao’s economic plan, increasing exportation and 
deregulation of the economy. This new system has brought prosperity 
to China; the “[GDP] quadrupled between 1980 and 2000.”16 This has 
enabled Chinese citizens to increase personal spending on consumer 
items, thus boosting their sense of individuality and personal freedom. 
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Many members of the younger generation, who have only experienced 
this modern system, therefore see capitalism as superior in providing 
people personal freedom. However members of the older generation 
recognize that workers today do not receive some of the same benefits 
as those did under Mao. For example, under the old system, “workers 
did not have to pay for medical care or put money into pension funds” 
and they “were assigned positions and then could not be fired.”17 As 
Zhang, the clerk from Beijing, echoed in his statements, Mao’s socialist 
system provided job security and stability for the future, whereas today 
the future for many workers is unknown. Zhang reflects how the “600 
million Chinese born since 1949…have wearied of the self-sacrifice de-
manded by the party and now are impatient to sample the freedom and 
material success available in the West.”18 Zhang argues that those who 
did not experience the “bitter past” before Mao’s rule cannot understand 
the freedom Mao brought to many impoverished Chinese; the younger 
generation sees freedom through a Western capitalist lens rather than 
a Maoist lens. For example, 76 percent of China’s population today be-
lieves that a free market is a superior economic system even if it brings 
inequality and “85 percent of the public says young people will be better 
off financially than their parents.”19 The current society, especially the 
younger generation who grew up in a capitalistic society has come to 
value the free market and benefits of a booming economy.
 
While many younger Chinese aspire to the freedoms of the Western 
world, many older generation Chinese are nostalgic for the time when 
Mao ruled. Mao opposed the individual freedoms that coincided with 
capitalism. Instead, he favored benefitting the group as a whole, and 
advancing the working class as a unit towards freedom. Liu Yanhan, 
an ordinary 59-year-old man who collects Mao memorabilia, explained 
the faults of the modern capitalistic economy in China, noting how 
“there is a huge rich-poor gap, corruption, moral degradation, drug 
addiction, prostitution—it’s a mess. They need to relearn from Mao to 
rectify these poisonous things.”20 Like many other members of the older 
generation, Liu believes that capitalism has corrupted China, and he 
longs for an economy that reflects Mao’s egalitarian class ideals. Leftist 
members of the older generation believe that in this old society, “people 
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were more equal and many things, including basic social services, were 
free or subsidized.”21 Guo Qinghua, a 46-year-old former cleaner “who 
has been repeatedly detained for petitioning the government over her 
dismissal by a former employer” reflects that “Society used to be fairer 
under Mao. He provided the poor with housing and food…Deng aban-
doned us, but Mao never did.”22 Guo feels connected to Mao; she be-
lieves that Mao truly represented the working class and fought for their 
social and economic equality. Similarly, Wang Yanjuan, a 50-year-old 
woman from Shenyang China visiting Mao’s tomb with her mother in 
Beijing, explains, “For us, Mao Zedong is the founder of our country. 
We deeply admire him. He lives in our hearts…In his day, education 
was free.” Many older people cherish Mao for bringing true freedom to 
China through providing all citizens necessities such as education and 
health care.23 These people praise Mao because they see socialism as a 
superior economic system that erodes class divisions and strives for the 
equality of all people.

Even though many members of the older generation favor Mao’s eco-
nomic policies, Chinese citizens of all ages criticize Mao’s actions dur-
ing the Cultural Revolution. The Cultural Revolution, which began in 
1966, was a radical movement where Mao turned against the leaders of 
the PRC, Deng and Liu, to eliminate all members of society who were 
not ideologically correct. Mao expressed that the “Communist Party of 
China was becoming a ‘new class,’ saturated with ‘bourgeois’ values of 
privilege, status, and comfort rather than the asceticism of self-sacrifice 
and devotion to the common good.” Many argue however that the Cul-
tural Revolution was simply Mao’s attempt to usurp Deng and Liu on 
his “quest for revolutionary immortality” rather than a mission to pro-
tect the common good.24 During the Cultural Revolution, Mao attacked 
all capitalistic entities, imprisoning and exiling many experts from so-
ciety. An anonymous musician from Beijing “whose father was purged 
by Mao and whose family spent years in a remote village” refutes the 
claim that Mao’s actions in the Cultural Revolution were “mistakes,” 
saying that they were instead “crimes against humanity.”25 In addition, 
the Chinese Communist Party (CCP) took numerous children to be 
trained as members of Mao’s army, called the Red Guard. For example, 
Ping Fu, an American tech entrepreneur and author of the memoir 
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Bend, Not Break, was taken from her home at age eight and brought 
to a “government-run dormitory in Nanjing, China, where she lived 
for nearly a decade. There, she was brainwashed, starved, tortured and 
gang raped, becoming a factory worker.”26 In her memoir, Ping details 
the atrocities she faced during the Cultural Revolution, being one of 
many authors who partook in “‘scar’ literature and writings of historical 
reflection…[seeking] meaning and spiritual healing after the traumas 
of the Maoist era.”27 Many artists, authors, musicians, and filmmakers 
who experienced hardship in the Cultural Revolution were able to ex-
press themselves after Mao’s death, coloring Mao as a cruel leader who 
inflicted much pain and destruction on the Chinese population. Much 
of this counteractive artistic expression has combined elements of Chi-
nese art with Western art, such as compositions combining “Western 
orchestration with Chinese instruments,” revealing how people who are 
disillusioned by Chinese government may turn to Western culture and 
government for refuge.28 The responses of many Chinese artists reveal 
a looking outward, in response to the fierce nationalism and inward 
orientation of Mao’s China. 

Despite Mao’s unpopularity surrounding the Cultural Revolution, the 
current Communist Party of China continues to praise Mao by focusing 
on his positive actions. The CCP does not agree with Mao’s actions in 
the Cultural Revolution, but says that “his contributions to the Chinese 
Revolution far outweigh his mistakes, and his immense contributions 
are immortal.”29 The CCP separates Mao’s negative actions from “Mao 
Zedong Thought,” which is the positive “crystallization of the collective 
wisdom of the CCP.”30 Thus, Mao embodies the egalitarian, nationalist 
attitude that the CCP endorses, leaving Mao’s legacy a symbol of ideal 
communism in China. Mao’s memorial speech given by Hua Kuo-Feng 
similarly names Mao an “immortal” symbol of communism in China, 
connecting him with all Chinese citizens in declaring that the “Chinese 
people” and “progressive mankind all deeply mourn the death of Chair-
man Mao [and]“trust and esteem Chairman Mao from the bottom of 
their hearts.”31 By saying that any progressive member of society reveres 
Mao, the CCP welded Mao into a godly, universal symbol of progres-
sion. The immortalization of Mao may partly be credited to the Confu-
cian value of reverence for a leader and respect for the superior, even in 
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death. Confucianism is often questioned as a religion because of Con-
fucius’s emphasis on worship for elders and leaders; the CCP’s worship-
ping of Mao emanates from this Confucian value.32 
   
The current government not only vocally supports the ideas of Mao, 
but it also uses propaganda and censorship to protect his legacy. In her 
memoir, Red Scarf Girl, Ji-Li Jiang, a Chinese woman whose family suf-
fered during the Cultural Revolution, describes the censorship and pro-
paganda the government used to deceive the people from recognizing 
Mao’s abuses: “To us Chairman Mao was God. He controlled everything 
we read, everything we heard, and everything we learned in school.”33  
She explains that her family did not hate Mao because “[they] were all 
brainwashed.”34 In this way, Mao played a large role in controlling the 
outcome of his own legacy; by brainwashing his people, he dictated 
their perceptions of him until he died. In continuing this censorship, 
the current CCP perpetuates Mao’s self-created legacy. The current 
Party “sanctioned Web sites, school textbooks and the official media 
make little or no mention of controversial Mao policies like the Great 
Leap Forward that cost millions of Chinese lives”35 By censoring infor-
mation and public discussion, the government preserves Mao’s legacy 
as untainted and purely ideological, allowing Mao Zedong Thought to 
prevail. The current government still possesses one dictatorial leader, 
and through censorship of information about foreign governments, the 
CCP retains the central power that Mao held. 

With the rise of Western education and exposure, the younger genera-
tion has begun to resist Mao and perceive him more negatively. Mao fo-
cused heavily on nationalism and protecting China, due to the context 
of long-term exploitation from Japan. However, as Zhou Yan, a high 
school student from the Peking University in Beijing China expresses, 
“many people in China today are so passionate about their nation that 
they ignore any mistakes China makes, and that’s dangerous,” which 
allows many people to fall victim to the starkly positive image of Mao 
propagated by the CCP.36 Zhou says that nationalism is, most impor-
tantly, a person’s ability to “be critical” of the nation, not simply his or 
her love for it.37 Many members of the younger generation have gained 
information that allow them to be critical of the nation. The 2012 World 
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Values Survey revealed, “Since 2010, China has had more Internet users 
than any country in the world” and “nearly 83 percent of the country’s 
Internet users are under the age of 35.”38 The younger generation there-
fore has more access to ideas of the rest of the world, and is exposed 
to other forms of governance as well as alternate perceptions of Mao. 
Additionally, the survey shows that “more than 75 percent of Chinese 
age 29 and younger believe that ‘having a democratic political system’ is 
important;” the younger generation values the western idea of democ-
racy and individual liberty.39 In 1989, many young Chinese gathered 
in Tiananmen Square to partake in pro-democracy revolts, and today 
younger Chinese “are more than twice as likely as their elders to sign a 
petition, join a boycott, join a strike, [and] attend a peaceful demonstra-
tion.”40 Zhou Yan reflects that her classmates are easily able to dismiss 
the lingering propaganda about Mao, but she does acknowledge the 
CCP’s role in regarding Mao as a heroic figure.41 In a 2013 Global Times 
survey, “those respondents aged from 18 to 29 were most likely to be-
lieve Mao’s era still has an influence today, with figures of 96 percent.”42 
Many members of the younger generation are more aware of Mao’s in-
fluence and prevalence in society, as they possess opposing values of 
democracy and capitalism. 

Mao’s propaganda-centered presence continues to penetrate everyday 
life in China. Mao propaganda can be found “in art, ornaments, collect-
ibles, postcards and flea markets.”43 Restaurants even compete to serve 
the best pork dish that Mao loved. In souvenir shops all around China, 
“visitors can haggle for a range of Mao posters, Mao ‘Aristocrat’ lighters, 
Mao plaques, statues, pens, bracelets, stamps, watches, and bags.”44 This 
propaganda does not just remain from the Cultural Revolution, when 
all art was strictly political and stores had to hang posters praising Mao. 
Instead, these collectors’ items are mostly new, reflecting the reverence 
that many older Chinese citizens still have for their former leader. For 
example, in 1968, Mao received mangoes as a gift from a foreign leader 
and asked that mangoes be distributed to the Chinese workers, who 
saw the fruit “as material proof of a godlike ruler’s love for his sub-
jects, and it was treated with religious awe.”45 Mangoes were worshiped 
with fervor during the Cultural Revolution, and were present in many  
propaganda posters at the time as seen in Figure 1.46 Still today,  
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mangoes are holy fruits, displayed on cigarette cases (Figure 3), teacups 
(Figure 2), and more.47 Through this current day propaganda, Mao re-
mains a god-like figure in the eyes of the people who represents the 
egalitarian ideals of communism.

Mao’s complicated legacy has separated the older generation and the 
CCP, who continue to revere Mao for his egalitarian ideals, from the 
younger generation, which has gained access to global resources and 
come to resent Mao for his actions. In the context of Japanese imperi-
alism and widespread desolation under Kuomintang rule, many older 
Chinese people respect Mao for uniting China as an independent na-
tion. The older generation also supports Mao’s socialist economy aim-
ing to better the conditions of the rural peasantry. However, in the 
Great Leap Forward, Mao’s policies led to great famine, killing millions 
of workers, leading many people to resent the means by which Mao 
carried out his goals. Furthermore, Mao’s legacy appears negative due 
to his actions in the Cultural Revolution, where he purged and impris-
oned many members of society. The current CCP however continues to 
endorse Mao, focusing on “Mao Zedong Thought” and avoids his faults 
through censorship. Mao is still present today through the propaganda 
that celebrates him. Younger Chinese citizens however have begun to 
learn more about the Western world and resist Mao’s presence and the 
government’s censorship; they have not dismissed his actions in the 
Great Leap Forward and Cultural Revolution. The selective method in 
which much of the Chinese population and government has chosen to 
remember Mao reveals how significant leaders, even after they die, hold 
an immense power over people. Even though more than 40 million 
people died as a result of Mao’s policies or killings, a great amount of the 
Chinese population still reveres him, and remains “brainwashed” by his 
ideals.48 Like leaders such as Hassan Rouhani in Iran and Kim Jong-un 
in North Korea, Mao was able to completely overpower his people and 
prevent them from learning about the outside world. It was only after 
Mao’s death that Chinese people could begin to immerse themselves in 
the practices of other cultures. 
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This paper was written for Dr. Charles Hanson’s Advanced Placement 
U.S. History class in the spring of 2014. 

Kennedy and the Other Missiles of 1962

Clarence Lam 

When the phrase ‘nuclear missiles’ is mentioned in connection with 
either President John F. Kennedy or the year 1962, the Cuban Missile 
Crisis usually comes to mind. Kennedy is remembered for a composed 
and tactful approach to defusing the conflict, prompting Khrushchev to 
remove the Soviet nuclear missiles from Cuba. Less well known are the 
United States’ Jupiter nuclear missiles that were in Turkey at the time 
of the crisis, much less their role in precipitating it. Despite their brief 
existence and tactical inferiority to other weapon systems such as the 
Polaris nuclear submarines, the Jupiters presented both major diplomatic 
problems and solutions for Kennedy. On the one hand, removal of 
these Jupiter missiles from Turkey was secretly part of the compromise 
that resolved the most tense and celebrated war of nerves between the 
United States and the Soviet Union. Even though the Jupiters had little 
military value and were limited in their ability to deter Soviet attacks, 
in the end they carried significant diplomatic value as bargaining chips 
for Kennedy. However, they were also sticky, problematic weapons that 
were obsolete even when deployed. The Kennedy administration was 
never impressed by the Jupiter missiles, yet it followed through with 
Eisenhower’s commitment to Turkey in 1959 and installed these nuclear 
weapons. Furthermore, the Jupiters were never removed from Turkey 
until after the Cuban Missile Crisis. If the missiles were inefficient, 
vulnerable, and provocative, rendering them practically useless, why 
were they still in Turkey in October 1962? Historians generally concur 
that Kennedy wanted to remove the missiles, but they disagree on one 
important question: did Kennedy order or suggest the removal of the 
missiles before the Cuban Missile Crisis?

Roger Hilsman states that Kennedy had ordered the removal of the 
missiles from Turkey several times prior to the crisis. He stipulates that 
the State Department did not act as forcefully as the President had 



ordered them to, and because they acted slowly, the missiles were still 
in Turkey in October 1962.1 Of note, Hilsman also disparages Barton 
Bernstein’s conclusions on the Jupiter missiles as “naïve.”2 Bernstein 
states that Kennedy only suggested removal and that Kennedy, not 
Eisenhower, placed the missiles in Turkey. As his administration pushed 
forward with the installation of the missiles, Kennedy continued to 
explore his options, but never ordered removal.3

Kennedy avoided giving an order for the extraction of the missiles 
from Turkey for two key reasons. First, he recognized the need to be 
firm with the Soviet Union. Second, he did not wish to disturb the 
United States’ relations with Turkey and NATO, as both disapproved 
of withdrawing the missiles. 

Problems with the Jupiters

It would be naïve to say that Kennedy had never wished to remove the 
Jupiters from Turkey before October 1962; they were obsolete, had no 
retaliatory value, and they increased the risk of war by miscalculation. 
Therefore, some historians and memoirists suggest that Kennedy 
ordered removal prior to the missile crisis because of the inherent 
problems with the weapons.4

President Kennedy considered the cancellation of the Jupiter program 
even before any of the nuclear missiles were delivered to Turkey. 
According to a National Security Council (NSC) memorandum dated 
April 6th, 1961, Kennedy questioned the scheduled deployment of 
the Jupiter intermediate-range ballistic missiles (IRBM’s) at an NSC 
meeting on March 29th.5 The NSC memorandum confirmed that 
Kennedy had his doubts regarding the Jupiters, and contemplated the 
possibility of reneging on Eisenhower’s commitment to Turkey. 

It is undeniable that the Jupiter missiles were technically obsolete, 
with operational and security flaws. In February 1961, a month after 
Kennedy’s inauguration, the Joint Committee on Atomic Energy called 
for an Executive Session to discuss the vulnerabilities and flaws of the 
Jupiter missiles. Distressing concerns were raised during the meeting.  
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By law, the nuclear warheads were under American possession, with 
a two-person rule in place to prevent unilateral action. However, this 
arrangement could be bypassed as easily as hitting the American “on 
the head with a blackjack” to acquire the key for launching the missiles, 
presenting the possibility of unauthorized firing of the missiles6.  
In addition to these custodial or security questions, the missiles 
were extremely vulnerable; a “$1.75 rifle” could render the missile 
inoperative.7 At the time of the meeting, the Jupiters were not delivered 
to Turkey yet. Based on the instability of the Turkish government, the 
JCAE identified Turkey as a poor location for the deployment of the 
Jupiters and suggested that a Polaris submarine should be deployed 
instead.8 The JCAE raised important concerns that most likely played 
a part in Kennedy’s wishes to remove the Jupiter missiles from Turkey.

The Jupiter IRBM’s were also highly provocative, as they were 
positioned directly across from the USSR on the edge of the Black Sea. 
A congressional report warned that “the USSR with its ballistic missile 
capability logically could be expected to take out these bases on the 
first attack, which undoubtedly would be a surprise attack.”9 In the 
event of escalation by either the Soviet Union or the United States, the 
Soviets were likely to destroy the offensive Jupiter missiles. The Jupiters 
took hours to fire and were unreliable, making them only useful for 
an offensive surprise strike; this fact, combined with their provocative 
nature, suggested that the missiles only invited attacks instead of 
deterring them. The Soviets could be expected to either destroy the 
Jupiters themselves or take offensive action elsewhere in the world. This 
provided Kennedy with another reason to cancel the Jupiter program: 
to prevent the Jupiters from being used by the Soviets as leverage 
or justification for the Soviets’ own offensive actions. Ultimately, 
Khrushchev did reciprocate by placing Soviet nuclear weapons off the 
coast of the United States, leading to the Cuban Missile Crisis. 

Kennedy vs. Khrushchev
 
However, Kennedy recognized the importance of being firm with 
the Soviets so as to not look weak to the rest of the world. During 
Kennedy’s presidency, two major events regarding Soviet-American 
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tensions preceded the Cuban Missile Crisis in 1962: the Berlin Crisis 
and the failed Bay of Pigs invasion in 1961. On the heels of these 
two crises, Kennedy traveled to Vienna in the first week of June for 
a two-day summit with Khrushchev. However, the summit meeting 
turned out to be a brutal experience for Kennedy. The new President 
was no match for the sixty-seven year old Soviet leader, who chastised 
Kennedy for the Bay of Pigs invasion, pointing to the hypocrisy of 
American foreign policy. If Kennedy justified the attack on Cuba 
by declaring that the island nation was a threat to the United States’ 
national security, Khrushchev argued, “what should the USSR do” 
about Turkey and Iran, which “march in [the United States’] wake” and 
have “U.S. bases and rockets?”10 In addition, Khrushchev unnerved 
Kennedy by “[threatening] him with war over Berlin,” leaving the 
President unsettled and greatly disturbed.11 The Soviet leader did not 
seem to share Kennedy’s fear of nuclear war. James Reston of The New 
York Times interviewed the President and saw Kennedy’s downtrodden 
state shortly after the end of the meeting. From what he saw and heard 
from the President, Reston concluded that the summit was a one-sided 
affair: “[Khrushchev] had bullied [Kennedy]” after having “decided he 
[Khrushchev] was dealing with an inexperienced young leader who 
could be intimidated and blackmailed.”12

As a result of being bullied in Vienna, Kennedy had to bolster his own 
prestige and demonstrate to the Soviets that he was neither immature 
nor weak. The President knew that the Jupiter IRBM’s were flawed and 
contemplated the cancellation of their deployment to Turkey, but the 
Vienna Summit all but ruled out this possibility. On June 22nd, 1961, 
eighteen days after the conclusion of the summit, George McGhee of the 
State Department delivered a memorandum to the President’s national 
security adviser, McGeorge Bundy, regarding the Jupiter missiles. It is 
important to note that President Kennedy had simply asked McGhee 
to “study and report on the matter” of the Jupiters instead of ordering 
him to take action.13 McGhee suggested that the President should 
continue with the deployment of the IRBM’s to Turkey, “primarily” 
because the termination of the Jupiters’ deployment would imply that 
Kennedy had acceded to Khrushchev’s threatening attitude at Vienna.14  
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Moreover, through the use of the phrase, “projected deployment,” 
McGhee established that the missiles were not deployed to Turkey as 
of June 1961.15 This reveals that even though Eisenhower had put the 
Jupiter plan in place through an agreement with Turkey, Kennedy’s 
administration eventually installed the missiles after June 1961. 

The President’s embarrassment at the hands of Khrushchev in 
June caused a change. Had he terminated the Jupiter program after 
the Vienna Summit, cancellation would no longer be viewed as a 
reasonable step prompted by the Jupiters’ real problems. Rather, the 
cessation of the program would have been seen as the result of Soviet 
pressure on the United States, displaying to the world Khrushchev’s 
dominance over Kennedy. 

Even after the resolution of the Cuban Missile Crisis, Kennedy wished 
to maintain the public impression of the United States’ firm position 
against the Soviet Union. He kept the terms of the Turkey-Cuba 
missile trade a secret not only to the public, but also to Turkey and 
even to former President Eisenhower. On October 28th, the same day 
that Khrushchev publicly agreed to dismantle and remove the missiles 
from Cuba, Kennedy called Eisenhower and intentionally refrained 
from telling his predecessor about the Jupiter-Cuba missile trade, 
which was part of the deal between Kennedy and Khrushchev. When 
asked by Eisenhower if Khrushchev had demanded any condition in 
the deal, Kennedy responded disingenuously, “No, except that we’re 
not going to invade Cuba.”16 Furthermore, in 1963, after talks with 
the Turks regarding the removal of the Jupiters, the President ordered 
Raymond Hare, the United States’ Ambassador to Turkey, to tell the 
Turkish government that the “question [of the removal] of the Jupiters 
. . . is not part of any deal with the Russians,” asserting that he had not 
agreed to the USSR’s demands.17 Kennedy’s concealment of the Jupiter 
missile trade further suggests that he had not ordered their removal 
before the crisis for the same reason: in order to maintain public 
prestige in the face of the Soviet Union.
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Relations with Allies
 
Kennedy worried about the provocative nature and vulnerabilities 
of the Jupiter missiles, and certainly did consider reneging on 
Eisenhower’s 1959 agreement with Turkey. However, even before 
the Vienna Summit, Turkey and NATO strongly opposed removal; 
thus, removal could endanger the alliance and damage America’s 
credibility. In April 1961, after the President raised the question of the 
deployment of the Jupiters at a National Security Council meeting on 
March 29th, NATO’s General Lauris Norstad voiced strong support for 
the continuation of the Jupiter deployment to Turkey in a telegram to 
Secretary of Defense McNamara.18 In the telegram, Norstad asserted 
that the program was “important militarily. . .[with] even greater. . . 
psychological or political” value, warning that the “mere suggestion” 
of the cancellation of the IRBM program would cause NATO and 
the United States worldwide “embarrassment.”19 Furthermore, he 
disparaged the concerns that had been voiced by former Secretary of 
State Dean Acheson and the Joint Committee of Atomic Energy (JCAE) 
regarding the flaws of the Jupiters. One of the notable arguments in the 
JCAE report that he attempted to disprove was the control problem, 
which stipulated that the Turks could easily gain control over the 
missiles and unilaterally fire them at the Soviet Union. He stated that 
“substantial U.S. manning” of the missiles for the “useful life of the 
Jupiter squadron” would prevent the possibility of unilateral action by 
the Turks.20  However, his argument failed to address the fact that there 
was not a reliable system in place to prevent Turkish takeover of the 
weapons. Nonetheless, even if Norstad’s reasoning was unsound, his 
authoritative position in NATO as the Supreme Allied Commander 
of Europe most likely ensured that the President heeded his advice, 
undermining the analysis of Dean Acheson and the JCAE. 

The Turkish government also diametrically opposed any suggestion of 
cancellation by the Kennedy administration. At the NATO meeting in 
May 1962 in Oslo, Norway, Secretary of State Dean Rusk and Assistant 
Secretary of Defense Paul Nitze met with the Italian and Turkish 
Foreign Ministers to discuss the merits of withdrawing the Jupiter 
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missiles. Rusk and Nitze offered to swap the Jupiters for the Polaris 
submarines, but Turkish Foreign Minister Selim Sarper refused their 
offer, referring to the missiles as “an indispensable token of America’s 
commitment to defend its allies.”21 Sarper implied that the proposed 
withdrawal of the Jupiter IRBM’s would cause other NATO countries 
to question the United States’ allegiance to the alliance, therefore 
casting doubt on American credibility. He stated that even though 
Turkey was unable to assess the military value of the Jupiters, the 
missiles were vital for psychological and political reasons.22 According 
to Undersecretary of State George Ball, Kennedy did not want to harm 
the already vulnerable state of American relations with Turkey by 
removing the missiles.23

McGhee’s memorandum referred to above also addressed Sarper’s and 
Norstad’s viewpoints. It stated that Sarper’s reaction to termination of 
the Jupiter program was “strongly adverse.”24 Even more interesting, 
however, was General Norstad’s emphasis on the “military importance 
of sending IRBM’s to Turkey,” which led McGhee to the conclusion 
that the Turkish military would most likely reject any proposal 
of cancellation as well.25 Norstad’s statement stipulates one of two 
possibilities: either Norstad did not understand the vulnerabilities 
and technological flaws of the weapons, or the Jupiters were the only 
available nuclear defense system for Turkey. Either is plausible, but a 
key fact to notice is that in the summer of 1961, Polaris submarines 
were expected to be in short supply for several years.26 Therefore, there 
were no readily available nuclear alternatives to the Jupiters for Turkey, 
and this is probably why Norstad viewed the Jupiters as militarily 
important in 1961.27 The Kennedy administration also recognized 
the Polaris shortage problem. At a Congressional hearing in 1963, 
McNamara explained that there would have been a “psychological loss 
to the West” if the Jupiter program had been simply cancelled but not 
replaced with another “modern system” such as the Polaris submarines 
in 1961. McNamara mirrored Sarper’s and Norstad’s views, and as 
Kennedy’s Secretary of Defense, probably heavily influenced Kennedy’s 
own thinking during the summer. 
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The Change, the Removal, and Takeaways on Research

In 1961, the administration attempted to promise Polaris submarines 
to the Turks instead of deploying the Jupiter missiles. However, such a 
promise was insufficient to Kennedy’s needs or Turkish expectations, 
as the Polaris submarines were not readily available. Without a tangible 
and simultaneous alternative to the Jupiter IRBM’s, the President’s 
reputation would be diminished in the face of Soviet pressure and 
the Turks would lose the symbolic token of American commitment. 
Kennedy could not risk weakening the NATO alliance and offending a 
key ally in the Middle East. 

The Jupiter missiles were finally removed after the Cuban Missile 
Crisis. What change caused their withdrawal? Before the Cuban 
Missile Crisis, the missiles were viewed as a minor problem, with flaws 
that were outweighed by the opinions of NATO and Turkey. However, 
the Cuban Missile Crisis represented a serious problem that called for 
the extraction of the Jupiters, surpassing any concerns by America’s 
allies. Turkey and NATO still objected to removal, the United States 
and the Soviet Union were still in a Cold War, and the problems with 
the Jupiters still existed. The big change was the threat of nuclear 
escalation  and decimation, a risk that was more important than 
Kennedy’s political standing or his allies’ opinions.

John F. Kennedy has been a youthful, heroic figure for me, as I have 
always admired his successful resolution of the Cuban Missile Crisis. 
Overall, the Cold War was intriguing to me as well, because this one-
upmanship and back and forth conflict between the two superpowers 
of the world occurred only a few decades ago. Thus, when I first started 
on this research project in October, I decided to cover the deal between 
Kennedy and Khrushchev that ended the crisis in 1962. But after 
several weeks of research, I discovered this interesting debate between 
historians about the state of the Jupiters even before the Cuban 
Missile Crisis, prompting me to change my research question. In one 
interpretation, Kennedy ordered removal before October 1962 but his 
bureaucracy thwarted him; in another, Kennedy simply contemplated 
withdrawal, but never ordered his administration to do so.  
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Through the process of writing this research paper, I have discovered 
several notable truths about historical research. It is definitely not easy 
if one does it correctly. As evidenced by the term itself, ‘re-search’ 
demands a tenacious mindset to repeatedly search for information on 
the question or topic at hand. Another approach that was very useful 
was ‘raiding’ secondary sources to find insightful primary sources. 
Some of my best sources were found when I traversed through the 
footnotes of my secondary sources, which also gave me specific 
keywords to look for. As I found new information, I had to change my 
research question and my own viewpoint on the topic. All in all, I feel 
accomplished: not because it was easy, but because it was hard.
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The Stonewall Riots: The Sissies Fought Back

Brittney Kidwell

Throughout the course of its history, the gay civil rights movement has 
constantly evolved, progressing from sporadic, individual complaints, 
to group consciousness and unity, to information and education, and fi-
nally to civil rights activism and liberation. While all of these steps were 
important to the history of the homosexual rights movement, the most 
salient of these developments was the change from quiet acceptance to 
aggressive activism. This transformation of the gay civil rights move-
ment is most often attributed to the Stonewall riots of 1969. During the 
1960s, gay bars were not permitted to have liquor licenses because it 
was illegal to serve alcohol to openly gay patrons. On the night of June 
27, 1969, the New York City police raided an illegal gay bar called the 
Stonewall Inn at 53 Christopher Street in Greenwich Village, the most 
prominent gay community in NYC. However, instead of quietly leaving 
the bar and accepting the police brutality as usual, the homosexuals 
atypically fought back. They rallied and protested for six days, demand-
ing equal rights and an end to police harassment. And thus, the new gay 
civil rights movement was born. 

It is unclear who actually fought at Stonewall and what motivated them 
to retaliate. Historian John D’Emilio suggests that the new form of 
militancy displayed during the Stonewall riots was caused by the rebel-
lious action of Black civil rights activists and college students during 
the 1960s.1 He argues that this concurrent activism by the New Left 
inspired the oppressed gay community to fight for the equal rights 
and protection that they had for so long been denied. However, histo-
rian Lillian Faderman offers a different point of view, highlighting the 
growing resentment that queens (overly effeminate homosexuals who 
dressed in drag) felt towards the New York Police Police Department 
for its constant raids on Greenwich Village gay bars.2 She therefore sug-
gests that this growing anger towards the New York Police caused the 
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queens to riot during the police raid on the Stonewall Inn and through-
out the following week. Who actually fought at the Stonewall, and why 
were they fighting? The answer to this question is a combination of dif-
ferent factors. Ultimately, Faderman gets closer to the truth. The Stone-
wall riots were fought and led by the queens and homeless gay teens of 
Greenwich Village, and there are two main reasons. First, these mar-
ginalized homosexuals were dependent on the Stonewall Inn as their 
only place of acceptance. Second, these queens and young homosexuals 
were revolting against the unfair regulations maintained by the State 
Liquor Authority (SLA), which allowed for a Mafia monopoly over gay 
bars and corruption within the New York Police Department. 

Counter-Culture Movements and College Activism

It is reasonable to assume that the Stonewall riots were the first exam-
ple of the entire homosexual community working together to demand 
equal rights, inspired by the concurrent activism of the New Left during 
the 1960s. The 1960s were a turbulent time, as indicated by all the dif-
ferent movements started during this decade, such as the student move-
ment, the hippie movement, and most significantly, the Black civil rights 
movement. All of these movements shared a key aspect: they brought 
together large groups of people who actively protested for the power 
to lead their own lives. These protests weren’t always violent. Hippies 
promoted flower power and other nonviolent forms of resistance, and 
Black civil rights activists performed sit-ins and peaceful demonstra-
tions, such as the marches from Selma to Montgomery in March 1965. 
However, the Black civil rights movement did not remain peaceful. 
 
African American activism became militant. In August 1965, Watts, a 
ghetto in South Central Los Angles, erupted in flames as African Amer-
icans violently protested the treatment they received from white police-
men.3 Proactive militancy became characteristic of certain Black civil 
rights groups, such as the Black Panthers, who believed that the only way 
of achieving equality was through powerful, aggressive demonstrations. 
It is therefore understandable why some people believed that this new 
militancy led to the Stonewall riots. As noted in The Insider’s editorial, 
“Gay Power Explodes,” homosexuals had never shown such extreme, 
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violent outbursts of militancy until the Stonewall riots. According to 
this editorial, “Militant protestors rationalize their destructive methods 
by pointing out that knocking on doors is useful only to a point. When 
it becomes clear that the doors are never going to open…then it is time 
to knock the doors down.”4 In this way, the editorial is suggesting that 
homosexuals saw the violent protests of African Americans as a sig-
nal to abandon peaceful requests for equal rights, and instead replace 
them with aggressive action. It argues that homosexuals were inspired 
by the militant action of the counter-culture movements of the 1960s, 
which led them to the revolutionary, violent outbursts at the Stonewall. 
According to John D’Emilio, the Black civil rights movement provided 
homosexuals with examples of effective protests, as the Blacks “reject-
ed the oppressed role of victim” and gained recognition and equality.5   
D’Emilio argues that the growing activism of white college students and 
Black civil rights activists, such as the Freedom Riders, inspired new 
levels of action within the homosexual community, and thus suggests 
that the revolutionary Stonewall riots occurred because homosexuals 
were drawing from the tactics of the New Left. 

The Actual Fighters
 
While it is commonly believed that the Stonewall riots were the first 
example of the entire gay community fighting together for equal rights 
and recognition, this is not the case. The Stonewall patrons did not rep-
resent the entire gay community. Instead they represented a margin-
alized, outcast portion of homosexuals: homeless youths and queens. 
According to the New York Times, hundreds of youths fought in the 
Stonewall riots, not respected adults.6 Similarly, Dick Leitsch from the 
Mattachine Society of New York (MSNY), a gay organization that typi-
cally consisted of older homosexuals, emphasized that the most salient 
feature of the Stonewall riots was that it was led and participated in by 
queens.7 This description demonstrates the power that the queens had 
during the riots, but also highlights the falsity of claims that all homo-
sexuals fought at Stonewall. 
 
Yet although it wasn’t the entire gay community fighting together, the 
Stonewall riots are still remarkable as the first example of the queens 
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and teens, who were seen as weak and cowardly, fighting back against 
injustice and commanding respect. As Jerry Lisker, writer for the New 
York Daily News, put it, “Queen Power exploded with all the fury of a 
gay atomic bomb.”8 Even the title of Lisker’s article, “Homo Nest Raid-
ed, Queen Bees Are Stinging Mad,” highlights the radical action of the 
queens as they fought against the police.9 This time, “limp wrists were 
forgotten” as “the sissies fought back” against the abusive, oppressive 
police. They screamed and threw objects at the police, and on that Sat-
urday, the second night of rioting, they formed a Rockette-style chorus 
line in front of the Tactical Police Force and sang:

We are the Stonewall girls
We wear our hair in curls
We wear no underwear
We show our pubic hair…
We wear our dungarees
Above our nelly knees!10

Altogether, these accounts of the confrontational actions of the queens 
and teens highlight the drastic change in their behavior. No longer weak 
and submissive, they broke the stereotypical mold and led the charge 
during the Stonewall riots.    
 
Not only did the older generation of homosexuals not participate in 
the Stonewall riots, they looked on the queens’ and teens’ actions with 
disdain. Lucian K. Truscott IV, a writer for the Village Voice, comment-
ed that on Saturday night, older homosexuals came to the Stonewall 
having heard about the riots and rushed back from Fire Island’s Cher-
ry Grove, a popular resort community for gay men on Long Island.11 
However, most of these older gay men did not participate in the action, 
but looked on the younger homosexuals’ actions with horror, fearing 
that this rioting would lead to retribution and even more oppression.12 
Some older homosexuals didn’t just stand back quietly, but voiced their 
objections in an attempt to end the riots, as expressed by graffiti paint-
ed on the Stonewall Inn (See Appendix A). In the message, the MSNY 
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begged the rioters to cease, indicating the older generation’s aversion to 
this style of confrontational action. Similarly, the fact that the MSNY 
signed the message demonstrates their desire to not be associated with 
the riots and the unruly queens and teens who had started them.  

Dependence on the Stonewall
 
The queens and homeless gay teens of New York City fought for the 
Stonewall because they were the most dependent on the bar, and there-
fore had the most to lose if it was shut down. As highlighted by Da-
vid Carter, a gay rights activist and analyst, “The Stonewall Riots were 
instigated and led by the most despised and marginal elements of the 
lesbian, gay, bisexual, and transgendered community.”13 The queens 
were a marginalized part of society, even in the homosexual commu-
nity, and therefore weren’t welcome at most gay bars. The Stonewall was 
the exception; queens constituted the regulars at the Stonewall Inn.14 
Therefore, when the bar was raided, they decided to fight instead of 
lose the most accepting place to queens in New York City. Similarly, 
the homeless gay youth of New York City strongly depended on the 
Stonewall Inn as a place of refuge. Many of them came to New York 
by themselves, without money, employment, or a place to live. They 
hustled, panhandled, and shoplifted, anything they could to raise the 
$3.00 price of admission to the Stonewall.15 The Stonewall protected 
these young people from extreme weather and from the police, who 
would arrest them for vagrancy, and so it became a home for them. The 
conditions inside the Stonewall were awful. There was no running wa-
ter behind the bar, which led to unsanitary practices that caused an out-
break of hepatitis among the customers; the toilets overflowed so that 
the floors in the bathroom were constantly wet; and there were no fire 
escapes, so the only way to exit the bar in an emergency was through 
the front door.16 Yet despite these awful conditions inside the Stonewall, 
the bar constituted an important part of life for the typically excluded 
and rejected homosexuals in Greenwich Village. Therefore, when the 
police raided the bar, the queens and teens refused to give up the most 
accepting place to outcast homosexuals. 
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Retaliation Against the SLA, the Mafia, and the Police
 
Gay teens and queens also fought during the Stonewall riots in retalia-
tion against the unfair regulations maintained by the State Liquor Au-
thority, which in turn caused a Mafia monopoly over gay bars and an 
illegal alliance between the Mafia and the New York Police Department. 
After the repeal of Prohibition, the SLA had to enact new laws regulat-
ing the sale of alcohol, their main goal being to prevent a return to the 
unsanitary and dangerous conditions of saloons and speakeasies.17 This 
goal was expressed in N.Y. ABC. Law § 106: “No person licensed to sell 
alcoholic beverages shall . . . suffer or permit such premises to become 
disorderly” lest their liquor license be revoked.18Although not explicitly 
stated in the law, the SLA interpreted the word “disorderly” to include 
the sale of alcohol to homosexual patrons.19 Thus, the SLA effectively 
made gay bars illegal in New York. 
 
The Mafia therefore soon controlled most of the gay bars in Greenwich 
Village since it was able to bribe the police to ignore its illegal sale of al-
cohol to homosexuals. Things were no different at the Stonewall, which 
was de jure owned by Genovese crime family member Tony “Fat Tony” 
Lauria, but de facto run by crime boss Matthew “Matty the Horse” Ian-
niello, who ran many gay clubs in Greenwich Village.20 Ianniello’s con-
trol over gay bars was partly because of his power within the Genovese 
crime family, but also due to his connections within the SLA. In 1967, 
former FBI agent William D. Kane accused SLA investigator John J. Al-
liegro of having underworld ties with the Genovese crime family, spe-
cifically with Matty Ianniello.21 This connection within the SLA helped 
Ianniello establish a large network of illegal gay bars in New York City, 
which included the Stonewall.  
 
The Stonewall operated as a normal gay bar, selling drinks to homosex-
ual patrons. However, since they couldn’t get a liquor license, the Mafia 
used a common ploy, saying that the Stonewall Inn was a bottle club, 
a private club where members bring their own alcohol. This ruse was 
often employed by Mafia-run bars because bottle clubs did not require a 
liquor license from the SLA, since they weren’t actually selling alcohol.22  
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The police knew about this ruse, but according to Eddie “Skull” Mur-
phy, the door manager of the Stonewall Inn at the time of the Stonewall 
riots, the Sixth Police Precinct was paid $1200 a month not to raid the 
Stonewall.23 This corrupt conspiracy between the Mafia and the police 
was well known and despised by the gay community, especially the 
queens and gay youth. They resented this illegal partnership between 
the Mafia and the police because it enabled the perpetuation of horrible 
conditions inside most gay bars, including the Stonewall. This system 
also established a Mafia monopoly over gay bars, since it was impos-
sible for legal businessmen to open their own gay bars without fear of 
the Mafia or the police, as demonstrated by flyers distributed by the 
Homophile Youth Movement in Neighborhoods (HYMN).24 According 
to Queen Allyson Allante, one of the fighters during the Stonewall ri-
ots, this relationship was also particularly harmful to the gay teens and 
queens because if the bar owner forgot to pay off the police, the police 
would raid the bar and arrest some of the clientele.25 The queens and 
gay youth of New York despised this routine; they would be arrested 
no matter if they were on the streets or in gay bars, and saw it as noth-
ing less than systematic abuse. These arrests were particularly harm-
ful since the police would notify employers, who would then fire these 
homosexuals because of their sexual orientation. As demonstrated by 
graffiti outside the Stonewall Inn (see Appendix B), the Stonewall pa-
trons blamed this abusive routine of arrests on the SLA and its policy 
against homosexuals, which had enabled the Mafia monopoly over gay 
bars and the corruption within the police department. Therefore, when 
the First Division police raided the Stonewall Inn, their one safe haven 
where they could openly dance, drink and be themselves, the queens 
and the homeless gay teens once and for all retaliated against the cor-
rupt actions of the SLA, the Mafia, and the New York police.  

Conclusion
 
The Stonewall riots marked the beginning of a new era for the gay 
civil rights movement. It signaled to many homosexuals in New York 
City and around the country that the time for gay militancy was here. 
However, the Stonewall riots also divided the gay community into two 
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drastically different parties, as some of the older homosexuals reso-
lutely refused to accept this new militancy. Right-wing groups such as 
the Mattachine Society and the National Homophile Planning Confer-
ence continued to promote non-intrusive forms of activism, such as 
providing information about homosexuality and holding silent vigils 
with police consent.26 This kind of action, however, was too tame for the 
younger gay activists. Immediately following the Stonewall riots, they 
created their own gay civil rights group known as the Gay Liberation 
Front (GLF).27 The GLF, along with other New Left gay associations, 
promoted more militant and bellicose gay rights activism. On June 28, 
1970, a group of liberal gay rights activists organized the first Christo-
pher Street Gay Liberation Day Parade, the first gay pride march in the 
United States.28 Not only has this become an annual event in New York 
City, but it is also celebrated around the country and around the world. 
These gay pride marches have become an integral part of many com-
munities, such as the gay community of San Francisco, and have helped 
unite and liberate these previously oppressed people. While there re-
mains to this day continued persecution of the gay community, there is 
now hope that, one day, all homosexuals will be granted the equal rights 
and protection they have desired for so long. 
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Appendix A

 

“The weekend of the riot, the Mattachine Society tried to restore peace amongst the 
various members of the Greenwich Village Community,” Public Broadcasting Service, 
http://www.pbs.org/wgbh/americanexperience/features/photo-gallery/stonewall/. 
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Appendix B

 

“Some Graffiti,” The Village Voice, July 3, 1969. 
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Autonomous Parallel Parking Car

Claire Chen 

1  Abstract

The goal of this project is to design a simple prototype parking system 
that can perform parallel parking maneuvers autonomously. This 
system would include a series of proximity sensors as well as a central 
microprocessor that controls the car. The autonomously parallel 
parking car first senses its surroundings with a series of infrared 
proximity sensors placed around the border of the car. These sensors 
are connected to an Arduino microprocessor, which reads the output 
voltages from the sensors. The car then moves accordingly, based on 
values from the sensors. The car is steered by its front wheels. The front 
axle is connected to a servo motor, which can be written to specific 
angles based on signals given by the Arduino. The car is driven by 
its rear wheels, which are controlled by a simple electric motor and 
H-bridge configuration. The H-bridge enables the motor to switch 
directions and vary rotation speed.   

2  Introduction
 
Parallel parking can be challenging for drivers, including myself. The 
typical modern day car does not contain any systems in place to make 
parking easier. The main goal of this project is to design a simple 
prototype parking system that can perform parallel parking maneuvers 
autonomously.  This system would include a series of proximity sensors as 
well as a central microprocessor that controls the car. This system would 
ideally work on both a scale model of a car as well as a life-sized car.  
 
This project explores how sensor input and an algorithm can be used for 
practical applications. This paper covers the various components used 
to create the parking system, including an Arduino microprocessor, 

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Advanced Science 
Research class in the spring of 2014.
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ultrasonic and infrared sensors, H-bridges, and servo motors. It also 
includes the parking algorithm implemented within the system.

3  Commercial Self-Parking Car Technology

In 2004, Toyota Motor Corporation developed the first automatic 
parking system, known as the Intelligent Parking Assist (IPA) system.  
Cars with this system have a sonar warning system that consists of 
ultrasonic wave sensors built into the corners of a car’s bumper to 
detect the distance of surrounding objects. The system also utilizes 
two additional sensors on the front side fenders. These sensors provide 
enough information for a computer to calculate optimal parking 
angles. The IPA system uses computer processors that are tied to 
the car’s built-in sensors and integrated with a rear-facing camera to 
provide even more parking information for the driver [1].  

Automobile manufacturers such as Toyota, Lexus, Volvo, and Ford 
offer some car models that include self-parking systems. Currently, 
self-parking cars are not completely autonomous. The driver still 
controls the speed of the car’s brake pedal when necessary.  

Self-parking technology has become a reality, but owning a system 
currently requires purchasing a new car, which is not a possibility 
for many consumers. This project aims to make any car friendly for a 
driver who fears parallel parking.  

4  Individual Components

4.1  Arduino Microprocessor

The ‘brain’ of this project is the Arduino UNO microprocessor board.  
The board consists of the following: a small chip, an ATmega328 
microprocessor—wired in a small circuit that connects it to a USB port 
through which sketches can be uploaded, a battery port through which 
it can receive power, and input/output pins. In this project, the board 
receives input from the range finders and controls each of the car’s four 
wheels via pulse width modulation.  
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The Arduino microprocessor runs on a Processing language sketch 
written in the open source “Integrated Development Environment.”  
When downloaded on the Arduino board, the sketch is translated in 
the C language and passed to the avr-gcc compiler, a piece of software 
that makes the final translation into the language understood by the 
microcontroller.  
 
The UNO board contains 14 digital input/output pins (pins 0-13) 
that can be used for both input and output, including pulse width 
modulation. The board can be powered either through a USB 
connection to a computer or an external power supply.  It can operate 
on an external power supply from 6 to 20 volts; however, more than 7 
volts is optimal for a stable 5V supply from the 5V pin. The front of the 
Arduino UNO is shown in Figure 1 [2]. 

 

Figure 1: Arduino UNO Front; the whoite square indicates the microprocessor chip [3].
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4.2  Range Finders

4.2.1  Ultrasonic Range Finder

The sensors on the first prototype are the LV-MaxsSonar-EZ4 ultrasonic 
range finders from MaxBotix. This sensor detects objects from 0 to 
254 inches (6.45 meters) and provides sonar range information from 6 
inches (15.24 cm) to 254 inches. When measuring any object within 6 
inches, the sensor will return 6 inches. The sensor includes 3 outputs: 
analog voltage, serial, and pulse width. The current wiring uses the 
sensor’s pulse width output method integrated with an Arduino 
microprocessor to read distances [4].  

The Arduino’s digital pins read in and can be written to either high 
or low voltages. When the PW pin on the ultrasonic range finder is 
connected to a digital pin on the Arduino, it will first send out a high 
voltage and then a low voltage some microseconds later.  The pulseIn() 
method measures the amount of time a digital pin is switched on 
either high or low, depending on the value sent over as a parameter. A 
conversion factor of 147µS/inch is provided on the sensor’s specification 
sheet. This means that for every 147µS the digital pin is switched on 
high, the target object is 1 inch away. 

Detection range 0 to 254 inches

Distance information range 6 to 254 inches

Data reading frequency Up to 20 Hz

Pulse width conversion 147µS/inch

Figure 2: LV-MaxSonar-EZ4 Relevant Specifications Table [5]. 
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Figure 3: LV-MaxSonar-EZ4 Dimensions [6].

An ultrasonic range finder works by sending out an ultrasonic signal.  
The sound signal bounces off the first object it hits and is received by 
the sensor.  The Arduino signals when the sonar should begin emitting 
a sound, some time passes, and then the sensor detects a return 
echo. Upon this detection, a voltage signal is immediately sent to the 
Arduino. The Arduino sketch then converts the time between when 
it sent a signal and when it received a voltage from the sensor into a 
distance using a conversion provided by the manufacturer.  

This project utilizes ultrasonic range finders instead of infrared range 
finders for multiple reasons. Unlike infrared range finders, which work 
with light, ultrasonic sensors use sound, which means they can be used 
outside in bright sunlight. This difference is particularly important for 
when the sensors are used in real life parking situations. Since light 
reflects differently based on the surface, infrared sensor readings may 
be different for materials, which differ in reflectivity and/or color (for 
example, a concrete curb vs. a shiny car). An ultrasonic sensor reading 
can be affected if the measured object is sound absorbing. Further 
tests will be done to assess the accuracy of the current ultrasonic 
rangefinders in different conditions.
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The code used to read distances with an Arduino using pulse width 
was adapted from code written by Bruce Allen in 2009.  Shown below 
is the code used to integrate two MaxSonar range finders with the 
Arduino including short explanations for each line. The wiring for one 
sensor connected to digital pin 7 on the Arduino is shown in Figure 4.  
The wiring is the same for all additional sensors.  

One sensor sketch:

//Digital pin 7 is for reading in the pulse width from the MaxSonar 
device.
//These variables are constant because the pins will not change 
throughout execution of this code.
const int pwPin1 = 7;
//Variables needed to store values
long pulse1, inches1, cm1;
void setup() 
{
  //Opens a serial connection to send results back to PC console
  Serial.begin(9600);
}

void loop() 
{
  pinMode(pwPin1, INPUT);
    //Used to read in the pulse that is being sent by the MaxSonar device.
  //Pulse Width representation with a scale factor of 147 uS per Inch.
  pulse1 = pulseIn(pwPin1, HIGH);
  //147uS per inch
  inches1 = pulse1/147;
  //change inches to centimetres
  cm1 = inches1 * 2.54;
  Serial.print(“PW 1: “);
  Serial.print(inches1);
  Serial.print(“in, “);
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  Serial.print(cm1);
  Serial.print(“cm”);
  Serial.println();
    
  delay(1000);
}

 

Figure 4: LV-Maxsonar-EZ4 and Arduino schematic.

4.2.2  Infrared Proximity Sensor

The infrared proximity sensors used in this project are Sharp Short 
Range IR Sensors (model number GP2Y0A41SK0F). Important 
specifications are shown in Figure 5. The sensors have a sensing 
range from 3.1V at 4cm to 0.3V at 30cm. IR proximity sensors work 
by emitting a beam of light from an IR light-emitting diode that is 
reflected on the object in question and then detected by a position-
sensitive light detector. The sensor detects the incident angle of the 
strongest reflected light beam, as shown in Figure 7, and then uses 
this angle to calculate the distance of the target. The reason why the 
response curve (Figure 6) is non-linear is that the distance is calculated 
using the tangent of the incident angle. The sensor outputs analog 
voltages, so it is connected to the Arduino’s analog pins, as shown in 
the schematic in Figure 8.
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Max. supply voltage (V) (Vcc) -0.3 to +7

Max. output terminal voltage (V) -0.3 to Vcc+0.3

Operating supply voltage (V) 4.5 to 5.5 

Measuring distance range (cm) 4 to 30

Output voltage difference (V) 1.95 to 2.55 

Average supply current (mA) 12 (typical) to 22 (max)

Figure 5: IR sensor important specifications.

 
Figure 6: Sharp IR sensor response curve.
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Figure 7: Sharp IR sensor detection method [7].

 

Figure 8: IR proximity sensor and Arduino.

The calibration curve shown in Figure 9 was made by holding a piece 
of white paper at various distances and recording the corresponding 
Arduino outputs. To simplify the coding, the curve was broken into 
three sections. A linear fit was performed on each section to generate 
three linear equations for predicting the target distance based on the 
Arduino output.   
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Figure 9: IR sensor Arduino output to distance calibration curve.

5  Servo Motor

The servo motor is an integral part of the final model because it allows 
the car to have the same front-wheel steering as a real car.  A servo can 
be programmed to rotate at very precise degrees, making it perfect for 
a self-parallel parking car application. 

 Figure 10: Servo components [8].
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As shown in Figure 10, servos consist of a small DC motor, a 
potentiometer, and a control circuit, all of which are all encased a small 
box. A potentiometer is, in its essence, a small knob that provides a 
variable resistance when it is turned. It has three terminals, referred 
to as A, B, and W (the wiper) in Figure 11, shown below. The A and 
B terminals are connected with a resistive material. The wiper, which 
can be moved by the knob of the potentiometer, has a contact point 
that can be moved anywhere along the length of the resistive material.  
Moving the wiper along the resistive material changes the resistance 
between A and W and B and W. For example, if the wiper were all the 
way at A, the resistance between A and W would be 0.  Similarly, if the 
wiper were in the center of both terminals, AW and BW would have 
equal resistances.  

  
Figure 11: Potentiometer and its schematic [9].

An adjustable voltage divider is created when the terminals of a 
potentiometer are connected to a voltage supply and to ground. A 
voltage divider puts out a voltage that is only a fraction of the voltage 
being input based on the resistance of two resistors in the series.  
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Figure 12: Voltage divider schematic [10].

In the case of a potentiometer, the resistance between AW and BW acts 
as the two resistors. When the potentiometer in a servo is connected to 
an Arduino that inputs +5 volts, the Arduino will read an output voltage 
from the servo that is somewhere between 0 and 5 volts, depending on 
the degree of rotation of the servo. The relationship between Vin and 
Vout can be found by applying Ohm’s law V = IR [11]. 

Using Ohm’s law, it can be said that:

 

Finally,
 

Vin = I(r1 + r2)

I = 

Vout = I(r2)

Vin

 r1 + r2

Vout = Vin  r1 + r2

r2
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The potentiometer is connected to an electric motor, and when the 
electric motor spins, it changes the resistance of the potentiometer.  
If a servo is programmed to rotate a certain number of degrees, the 
motor will rotate until the potentiometer reaches the corresponding 
resistance value.
 
A servo is controlled through pulse width modulation, meaning that 
electrical pulses of varying widths are sent through the control wire. A 
typical servo, such as the servo utilized in this project, can only rotate 
90˚ to either side from a neutral position, thus allowing 180˚ of motion 
in total. For most servos, a 1.5ms pulse will make it turn to a neutral 
position, 0˚ with a 1ms pulse, and 180˚ with a 2ms pulse [12]. 

Programming a servo to rotate to specified degrees is very simple 
in Processing language. The language has a built-in Servo library 
that contains many functions, one of which is the servo.write(angle) 
function, which is utilized in the sketch shown under the subsection 
“Second Prototype.” The write function takes two parameters: servo, 
which is a variable of type servo, and angle, which is a degree value 
from 0 to 180. This function allows the user to easily write servos to 
specific degrees without having to control the servo using pulse width 
modulation, or manually writing the servo to HIGH and LOW with 
varying delayed times [13].  
  
The servo used in this project is a generic, sub-micro sized servo that 
works between 4.8 and 6.0V. The dimensions of the servo are 31.8 by 
11.7 by 29mm. Figure 13 shows a table listing its specifications.  

Voltage (V) 4.8 6

Torque (oz-in) 16.6 20.8

Speed (sec/60˚) 0.15 0.1

Rotation ~160˚

Figure 13: Sub-micro servo specifications [14]. 
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5.1  H-Bridge Integrated Circuit

A basic H-Bridge consists of four switches that allow for voltage to be 
applied across a load in both directions. These switches are often two 
PNP and two NPN, as shown in the diagram below.

Figure 14: H-Bridge with transistors.

The H-Bridge chip in this project is a LMD18210 and controls both 
the direction and speed of the car motor. The H-Bridge requires a 
minimum of 12V and can operate at supply voltages up to 55V. The 
direction of the motor is controlled by writing a digital pin on the 
Arduino to either high or low. The speed of the motor is controlled 
through pulse width motion.
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Figure 15: Controlling direction and speed of motor with H-Bridge.

5.2  Programmable Car

5.2.1  First Prototype

The first prototype of the car, shown in Figure 16, was built as a first 
attempt to wire motors with transistors and control them with an 
Arduino. It was also a first attempt to code motors to respond according 
to range finder data.
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Figure 16: First prototype of model car.

Shown in Figure 17 is the schematic of each of the model car’s four 
wheels wired to the Arduino. Each of the four transistors functions like 
a switch, which is controlled electronically by pulse width modulation 
from the Arduino. The Arduino controls the speed of the wheel by 
quickly turning the “switch” on and off.  

 



Figure 17: Four Motors and Arduino Schematic.

Shown below is the sketch used to control all four wheels. The code 
included in this paper will turn all four wheels at the same speed.  
Increasing the HIGH to LOW delay time ratio will make the wheels 
spin faster.

Car Motors sketch:

const int MotorYellow = 9;
const int MotorGreen = 10;
const int MotorBlue = 11;
const int MotorBlack = 12;

void setup()
{
  pinMode(MotorYellow, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(MotorGreen, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(MotorBlue, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(MotorBlack, OUTPUT);
}
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void loop()
{
digitalWrite(MotorYellow, HIGH);
    delay(10);
    digitalWrite(MotorYellow, LOW);
    delay(10);
    
    digitalWrite(MotorGreen, HIGH);
    delay(10);
    digitalWrite(MotorGreen, LOW);
    delay(10);
    
    digitalWrite(MotorBlue, HIGH);
    delay(10);
    digitalWrite(MotorBlue, LOW);
    delay(10);
    
    digitalWrite(MotorBlack, HIGH);
    delay(10);
    digitalWrite(MotorBlack, LOW);
    delay(10);
}

5.2.2  Second Prototype 

The precise turns that a car needs to make to parallel park successfully 
depends largely on its own dimensions. Since my parking algorithm 
will ideally work in tandem with a 2008 Toyota Highlander, the 
final model car will be a scale model of a life-sized Highlander. The 
algorithm will be tailored to a Highlander, but this does not mean that 
it will not work on cars with other dimensions; this only means that it 
will be most precise for a Highlander.  

To quicken the construction process of the model, the chassis and the 
front and rear axles of the car were repurposed from an inexpensive 
store-bought radio-controlled car.  The original purchased car had an 
axle that allowed the wheels to turn; however, the mechanism with 
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which they were controlled was a basic motor that rotated to shift a 
gear and spring system from side to side. This mechanism only allowed 
the wheels to turn to the most extreme left and right positions, whereas 
a car that can parallel park would need to have wheels that could rotate 
to various precise degrees. To solve this problem, the basic motor was 
replaced with a servo motor which is controlled by the Arduino (see 
Figure 19). 
 

Figure 18: Underlying spring mechanism of shifting axle in left, center, and 
right positions.

 

Figure 19: Mechanism that translates rotation motion into side-to-side motion in left, 
center, and right positions. 
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Figure 20: Servo motor gear connecting to gear and spring mechanism of shifting axle.

The basic Arduino sketch shown below tells the servo motor to rotate a 
specified number of degrees, with 90˚ being the servo’s center position.  
The code below will turn the start the servo in its center position for 
0.5 seconds, rotate it to its left-most position for 1 second, back to its 
center position for another 0.5 seconds, and then to its right right-
most position for 1 second. 

Servo sketch:
#include <Servo.h> //Includes Servo library, allows user to use various 
servo functions
Servo myservo;  //Declaring Servo variable 

void setup() 
{ 
  myservo.attach(9); //
} 

void loop() 
{
  myservo.write(90); //Center position
  delay(500); //Delays execution of next line of code for 0.5 seconds
  myservo.write(0); //Left-most position
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  delay(1000); //Delays execution of next line of code for 1 second
  myservo.write(90); //Center position
  delay(500);
  myservo.write(180); //Right-most position
  delay(1000);
}

6  Final Car and Results
 
The final car includes the elements detailed above. Five IR sensors 
are secured along the front, rear, and right sides of the car. The sensor 
placement is shown in Figure 21. Each sensor is connected to its 
own analog pin on the Arduino, so that each pin can read in specific 
outputs from their corresponding sensors. The Arduino also controls 
a servo that turns the front wheels of the car. The rotation speed and 
direction of the rear wheels are controlled by an H-Bridge. The final 
circuit diagram is shown in Figure 22.  

 

 
 
Figure 21: Sensor placement.

 



Figure 22: Final circuit diagram.

Once each of these elements was installed on the car, many tests were 
performed to ensure that the car was responding correctly to various 
external conditions picked up by the proximity sensors. For example, 
one piece of test code was written so that if two sensors picked up 
distance readings greater than a certain distance, the wheels would 
spin one direction, and if this condition was not met, the wheels would 
spin the other direction.       

Powering both the H-Bridge and the Arduino with batteries turned 
out to be the biggest challenge. The H-Bridge requires a minimum of 
12V and draws anywhere from 0.23A to 0.51A. The Arduino powers 
the sensors as well as the servo and required 0.45A of current.  The 
first attempt to power the H-Bridge was with a single 12V battery with 
about a 55mAh capacity. There was no effect. The second attempt was 
connecting several 12V batteries in parallel to increase the amount 
of current they provided. Again, no effect was observed. Finally, two 
12V batteries were wired in series to create the effect of 24V, and then 
several of these 24V pairs were wired in parallel to provide enough 
current. Though this setup was successful in powering, it was very 
inconsistent. Powering both the Arduino and H-bridge with power 
supplies is a much more reliable method.
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6.1  Parallel Parking Code

Finally, once the car was responding appropriately to various external 
conditions, the parallel parking sketch was written and then uploaded 
onto the Arduino. The algorithm is as follows. 

6.1.1  Motion 1: Finding a Parking Space

•  Pre-condition: The car begins on the left side of both the parked  
 cars and parallel to the curb. The front of the parking car is in   
 between both parked cars. 

•  Code execution: Car begins moving straight forward. When right  
 sensor and front right sensor are registering distances less than   
 9cm, car stops.  

•  Post-condition: Car is stopped next to front car.

 
Figure 23: Motion 1  a) Pre-condition  b) Execution  c) Post-condition.
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6.1.2  Motion 2: Reversing Toward Curb

•  Pre-condition: Post-condition of motion 1. 

•  Code execution: Front wheels turn all the way to the right. 
 Car reverses at this angle until rear-right corner is within 7cm 
 of curb. 
 
•  Post-condition: Car is stopped at angle with rear-right corner close  
 to curb.

 

Figure 24: Motion 2  a) Pre-condition  b) Execution  c) Post-condition.
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6.1.3  Motion 3: Straightening Out

•  Pre-condition: Post-condition of motion 2 .

•  Code execution: Front wheels turn all the way to the left. 
 Car reverses at this angle until rear sensor is within 4cm of 
 car parked in the rear.  

•  Post-condition: Car is stopped parallel to the curb and 4cm away  
 from rear car.

Figure 25: Motion 3  a) Pre-condition  b) Execution  c) Post-condition.
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7  Conclusion

In the end, the basic goal of this project was accomplished. The car is 
able to steer by itself based on external conditions. It is able to pull into 
a parking space and reverse until it is positioned in between two parked 
cars. While the project was generally successful, there are many things 
that could still be done to improve the quality and performance of the 
parking system. The first would be to refine the parking algorithm, so 
that the car is able to fine-tune its position within the parking space.  
This would likely require additional sensors. The second would be to 
find a reliable source of power that does not come from power supplies 
connected to power outlets.  
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Appendix

int FRONT = 3;
double front_val = 0;
double front_distance = 0;

int FRONT_RIGHT = 2;
double front_right_val = 0;
double front_right_distance = 0;

int REAR = 4;
double rear_val = 0;
double rear_distance = 0;

int REAR_RIGHT = 5;
double rear_right_val = 0;
double rear_right_distance = 0;
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int RIGHT = 1;
double right_val = 0;
double right_distance = 0;

const int PulseWidth = 7;
const int Direction = 8; //LOW is backward, HIGH is forward

#include <Servo.h>
Servo servo;

void setup()
{
  Serial.begin(9600);

  servo.attach(9);

  pinMode(PulseWidth, OUTPUT);
  pinMode(Direction, OUTPUT);

  digitalWrite(PulseWidth, HIGH);

  //sets intial front right distance and right distance
  front_right_distance = frontRightDistance();
  right_distance = rightDistance(); 

  //find parking space,assuming front of car is between two parked cars
  //stop when ready to begin reversing
  while(!(front_right_distance < 9 && right_distance < 9 ))
  {
    front_right_distance = frontRightDistance();
    right_distance = rightDistance();

    servo.write(90);
    forwardDrive();
  }

  //when ready to begin reversing, turn wheels to right
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  servo.write(180);

  //reverse to the right 
  //stop when rear right corner is close to curb
  rear_right_distance = rearRightDistance();

  while(!(rear_right_distance < 7))
  {  
    rear_right_distance = rearRightDistance();
    reverseTurn();
  }

  //turn wheels left
  servo.write(0);

  //reverse straight backwards
  //stop before rear hits rear car
  rear_distance = rearDistance();
  
  while(!(rear_distance < 4))
  {
    rear_distance = rearDistance();
    reverseTurn();
  }
  
  //turn wheels back to center
  servo.write(90);

}

void loop()
{  
}

double frontDistance()
{
  front_val = analogRead(FRONT);
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  if(front_val >= 87 && front_val <= 139)
  {
    front_distance = -0.1724 * front_val + 40.52;
  }
  else if(front_val > 139 && front_val <= 260)
  {
    front_distance = -0.06306 * front_val + 25.16;
  }
  else
  {
    front_distance = -0.01615 * front_val + 12.42;
  }
  Serial.print(“FRONT: “);
  Serial.println(front_distance);

  return front_distance;
}

double frontRightDistance()
{
  front_right_val = analogRead(FRONT_RIGHT);

  if(front_right_val >= 87 && front_right_val <= 139)
  {
    front_right_distance = -0.1724 * front_right_val + 40.52;
  }
  else if(front_right_val > 139 && front_right_val <= 260)
  {
    front_right_distance = -0.06306 * front_right_val + 25.16;
  }
  else
  {
    front_right_distance = -0.01615 * front_right_val + 12.42;
  }
  Serial.print(“FRONT RIGHT: “);
  Serial.println(front_right_distance);
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  return front_right_distance;
}

double rearDistance()
{
  rear_val = analogRead(REAR);

  if(rear_val >= 87 && rear_val <= 139)
  {
    rear_distance = -0.1724 * rear_val + 40.52;
  }
  else if(rear_val > 139 && rear_val <= 260)
  {
    rear_distance = -0.06306 * rear_val + 25.16;
  }
  else
  {
    rear_distance = -0.01615 * rear_val + 12.42;
  }
  Serial.print(“REAR: “);
  Serial.println(rear_distance); 

  return rear_distance;
}

double rearRightDistance()
{
  rear_right_val = analogRead(REAR_RIGHT);

  if(rear_right_val >= 87 && rear_right_val <= 139)
  {
    rear_right_distance = -0.1724 * rear_right_val + 40.52;
  }
  else if(rear_right_val > 139 && rear_right_val <= 260)
  {
    rear_right_distance = -0.06306 * rear_right_val + 25.16;
  }
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  else
  {
    rear_right_distance = -0.01615 * rear_right_val + 12.42;
  }
  Serial.print(“REAR RIGHT: “);
  Serial.println(rear_right_distance);

  return rear_right_distance;
}

double rightDistance()
{
  right_val = analogRead(RIGHT);

  if(right_val >= 87 && right_val <= 139)
  {
    right_distance = -0.1724 * right_val + 40.52;
  }
  else if(right_val > 139 && right_val <= 260)
  {
    right_distance = -0.06306 * right_val + 25.16;
  }
  else
  {
    right_distance = -0.01615 * right_val + 12.42;
  }
  Serial.print(“RIGHT: “);
  Serial.println(right_distance); 

  return right_distance;
}

/**
Moves forward with wheels at low speed
**/

void forwardDrive()
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{
  digitalWrite(Direction, HIGH);
  digitalWrite(PulseWidth, HIGH);
  delay(15);
  digitalWrite(PulseWidth, LOW);
  delay(100);
}

/**
Reverses with wheels at low speed
**/

void reverseDrive()
{
  digitalWrite(Direction, LOW);
  digitalWrite(PulseWidth, HIGH);
  delay(15);
  digitalWrite(PulseWidth, LOW);
  delay(100);
}

/**
Reverses with wheels at high speed
**/

void reverseTurn()
{
  digitalWrite(Direction, LOW);
  digitalWrite(PulseWidth, HIGH);
  delay(25);
  digitalWrite(PulseWidth, LOW);
  delay(100);
}
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Cosmic Ray Detector

Jake Rudolph  

1  Abstract

In this project, a cosmic ray detector was used in order to attempt various 
experiments on muons, a type of fundamental particle. Cosmic proton 
collisions in the atmosphere release showers of secondary particles, 
including muons, which then proceed towards Earth, where they can 
be measured. While multiple experiments were attempted, including 
one that would have measured muon flux rates at different altitudes 
in order to show the effects of relativity, the one that was carried out 
was to find the lifetime of muons. This experiment worked by trying 
to trap muons inside the detector, forcing them to slow down to non-
relativistic speeds, and thus decay. The time between the hit in the first 
two paddles (the muon) and the last paddle (the electron emitted from 
the decay) is the lifetime, which is then fit to an exponential graph, 
allowing the true lifetime to be extrapolated. A measured lifetime for 
the muon was found to be 1.553µS + 0.303µS - 0.198µS ± 0.203µS. 

2  Introduction

2.1  Motivation

Particle physics is not an oft-studied topic at the high school level. Thus, 
I was excited by the opportunity to do an experiment involving particle 
physics. The cosmic ray detector allows for exciting experiments on 
these interesting topics to be run by a high schooler such as myself. 
Using it, experiments can be run on elementary particles flying in the 
atmosphere. These particles come from collisions between cosmic 
protons, coming from any major energy source such as the sun or even 
a distant supernova, and atmospheric atoms. These collisions result in 
secondary particles, ranging from pions, to gamma rays, to muons, 

This paper was written for Dr. James Dann’s Advanced Science 
Research class in the spring of 2014.
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which are the ones studied by this detector. Muons are basically heavy 
electrons, having all the same characteristics (spin, charge, etc.) except 
for mass. One experiment that can be run, the one eventually carried 
out in this project, actually measures the lifetime of muons. By detecting 
the initial muon, forcing it to decay within the detector, and then 
detecting the decayed particle, one can determine the lifetime as the 
difference between the initial muon hit and the secondary hit. Another 
exciting experiment, one I initially intended to do, can measure the 
effects of special relativity. Muons travel at extremely fast speeds (very 
near the speed of light). Although their measured lifetime should only 
allow them to travel a few hundred meters in the atmosphere, they 
end up reaching the surface, which is around 30 kilometers below the 
collision sites. This happens because the muons are travelling so fast 
that from their reference frame, time is passing slower, and thus they 
are able to travel much longer according to our reference frame. This 
is exactly what special relativity describes. By measuring flux rates at 
a high altitude (approximately 1800 meters), and a low altitude (sea 
level), and comparing the two, proof of special relativity can be shown 
since the muons have to travel a distance longer than they should based 
on their lab frame lifetime. Using certain equations, this experiment 
can also be another measure of the lifetime of the muon.

2.2  Cosmic Ray History

Cosmic rays were first discovered in the early 1900s when scientists 
started measuring increased radiation at higher altitudes that could 
not have been from Earth’s radiation. The most famous of these 
experiments was by Victor Hess, who went up in a weather balloon 
to measure ionization rates, and found that they were significantly 
higher than at the surface, and concluded that this radiation must 
come from outside the atmosphere. In the 1920s, Robert Millikan did 
similar experiments, and theorized that this radiation was caused by 
gamma rays coming from by-products of hydrogen fusion, and thus 
dubbed the radiation cosmic rays. In 1927, it was proven that cosmic 
rays are deflected by the geomagnetic field, and therefore must be 
charged particles, not photons. In the 1930s, Bruno Rossi performed 
experiments that showed that intensities of cosmic rays were greater in 
the west part of the sky than the east, and thus cosmic rays are positively 
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charged. Rossi and other scientists over the next two decades were able 
to determine that most cosmic rays are protons, and that they produce 
the secondary particles electrons, photons, and, of course, muons. 
Since then, cosmic rays have been used to study many other cosmic 
objects. By looking at changing flux rates, one can learn about solar 
activity. By attempting to track high energy cosmic rays, scientists are 
trying to track the paths of these particles in order to find supernovae 
in our galaxy [1].

3  Theory

As mentioned earlier, muons (μ-) are an elementary particle. They are 
similar to electrons, with the same spin (½) and charge (-1), but with 
significantly more mass, and they have a lifetime of approximately 
2.2μs. The muons detected in this project are created from protons 
and alpha particles colliding with atoms in Earth’s atmosphere. While 
some of these particles come from the sun, many come from distant 
supernovae in our galaxy. As these charged particles are emitted, ones 
of substantially high energy will be accelerated by cosmic magnetic 
fields and will follow a spiral path before colliding into Earth. This 
spiral path is due to the fact that force from the magnetic field is 
perpendicular to the field and to the velocity, so it acts as centripetal 
force accelerating the particles in a circle. As shown in Figure 1, the 
atmospheric collision results in a neutron (n) and various types of 
pions (π-, π+, and π0). While the π+ and π0 decay into an antimuon and 
gamma rays , the π- decays into a μ- (and a muon neutrino). 

  
Figure 1: The process through which a cosmic ray proton collides with an atom in the 
atmosphere leading to the production of a muon [2]. 
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Figure 2: The distance a muon should travel given its speed and lifetime is 
about 659m. 

These muons travel at about 0.998c. As the equation in Figure 2 shows, 
with this velocity and lifetime, the muons should travel only about 
659m. Due to time dilation, the muons can travel much farther. As 
Figure 3 shows, if a muon is traveling at 0.998c, when 2.2μs pass in the 
reference frame of the muon, 34.9μs pass in the Earth frame. This gives 
the muon enough time to reach the Earth’s surface and be detected by 
the cosmic ray detector [3][4].

Figure 3: When 2.2μs pass in the muon’s reference frame, 34.9μs have passed in Earth’s 
frame, allowing the muon to reach the surface. 

4  Design

4.1  Detector
 
The detector itself is a paddle made up of a scintillator and a 
photomultiplier tube. A scintillator, like the one shown in Figure 4, is 
a piece of plastic with a fluorescent dye in the middle. When a charged 
particle goes through the scintillator, it causes the dye to fluoresce. This 
happens because the charged particle ionizes the fluorescent material, 
exciting the electrons momentarily. Those electrons then drop to 
their ground orbital, releasing a photon [5]. These photons are then 
guided to the photomultiplier tube by total internal reflection and the 
surrounding tinfoil. 
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Figure 4: A plastic scintillator, much like the one in the cosmic ray 
detector paddle. 

A photomultiplier tube, diagrammed in Figure 5, amplifies a few 
photons into a considerable electric current by using the photoelectric 
effect and secondary emission. The photons from the scintillator hit the 
photocathode, which uses the photoelectric effect to produce electrons. 
The focusing electrode then guides the electrons to a series of dynodes. 
The electric field increases the energy of the electrons between each 
dynode, with each dynode being held at a higher voltage. Thus, due to 
secondary emission, when the higher energy electrons hit a dynode, a 
larger number of electrons are emitted. The electrons then flow into the 
anode, creating a considerable current, and thus a voltage signal [6].
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Figure 5: This diagram depicts how a photomultiplier tube amplifies a few photons 
into a voltage signal using the photoelectric effect and secondary emission [7]. 

The paddle is constructed so that only high energy particles, such as 
protons, electrons, and muons, can get into the scintillator. Luckily 
there are few errant protons and electrons, so most high energy signals 
are presumed to be muons. Furthermore, the only way the photons 
created by the fluorescence can get out is through the photomultiplier 
tube, as discussed above. As Figure 6 shows, the scintillator is covered 
with blackout paper and a considerable amount of tape, ensuring 
that no low energy photons can get in. Inside that blackout paper is 
tinfoil so that any photons that do escape are directed back into the 
scintillator. Since there is no way for them to get out, they will bounce 
around until they reach a hole at the corner of the plastic that leads 
into the photomultiplier tube, housed in the PVC pipe in Figure 6. By 
attaching the photomultiplier to something that reads the voltage (be 
it the DAQ board or an oscilloscope), we can see when a particle hits 
the paddle.
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Figure 6: This is an example of a fully constructed paddle used for the cosmic ray 
detector. The muon goes through the scintillator, exciting photons to be guided into  
a photomultiplier tube, creating a voltage signal. 

So far I have spent much of my time hooking up the paddles and 
checking function and voltage output using the oscilloscope. When 
the paddles are aligned, there should be a simultaneous drop in voltage 
from each paddle, as shown in Figure 7. This showed me that in three 
of the paddles, both the scintillators and the photomultipliers are 
working properly, and thus they are ready for detection experiments 
(the fourth paddle is having issues to be discussed in the next section).
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Figure 7: There is a simultaneous drop in voltage from all three paddles connected, 
showing that the components of these three paddles are fully functional and ready  
for experiments. 

4.2  Data Acquisition Board
 
The Data Acquisition Board (DAQ) is basically the computer of the 
cosmic ray detector. It reads in signals from each paddle, decides if 
the signal from each paddle is above the voltage threshold or not, 
then decides if near simultaneous signals are coincidental noise or 
actual hits. From there it will output data to an actual computer to be 
analyzed. At this point I do not fully understand the DAQ board, but 
I have a general idea of its setup. It consists of a voltage amplifier, a 
discriminator, a time to digital converter (TDC), a fast logic complex 
programmable logic device (CPLD), and a slow logic microcontroller. 
First, the voltage signal is amplified. Then, the discriminator decides if 
the voltage signal is above a certain threshold, indicating it is a probable 
muon hit and not just noise. Next, the TDC keeps track of the timing 
of a hit. When the voltage is first detected above the threshold, a crystal 
starts oscillating at a period of 1.5ns. The crystal stops oscillating when 
the voltage is detected below the threshold again. Thus, the number 
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of times the crystal hits each side in between these two events is 
calculated, giving the time of the hit. Since the period is 1.5ns, and we 
look at half-periods, the resolution of this timer is 0.75ns. The time 
information is then sent to the CPLD, which examines whether or not 
near simultaneous hits on each paddle are actual muon hits, or just 
coincidence noise. Finally, if the data pass that test, they are sent to the 
microcontroller, which sends the data to a terminal on the computer 
so it can be read. This board is highly static sensitive, and should such 
be handled carefully. A static leash was thus used to connect the user 
to ground.
 

Figure 8: The Quarknet Series “6000” data acquisition board used to count signals 
from the paddles. 

4.3  Terminal Emulator Software
 
In order to send commands to the board and receive data from the 
board, a terminal emulator software was required. A terminal emulator 
is, as it sounds, a program that emulates a terminal, like the one you 
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would see on your computer. This is needed to communicate with the 
board, sending it commands, and reading out data from the board. The 
process of setting this up was problematic, to put it mildly. Initially, 
an additional driver was needed in order to download any terminal 
emulator on a Mac, but this software was not easy to find, given that 
the cosmic ray detector community is not exactly expansive. When 
the software was finally installed, it did not allow the user to enter any 
commands. Thus, a Dell laptop was found, and the ZTerm terminal 
emulator software was installed on that computer. While this worked 
well for a while, the software trial ran out right before the relativity 
experiment was about to be performed at high altitude, negating any 
ability to do that experiment. Finally, all problems were fixed, and the 
system was able to work in time to run the lifetime experiment. 

4.4  Output Data

Data from the software is output in 16 word hexadecimal data lines. 
The lines consist of a timestamp from the on board clock, rising and 
falling edge times for each counter, and nine words which were largely 
ignored because they all had to do with the GPS, which was not used. 
An example of a data line is shown below in Figure 9, and many 
different lines can represent just one event. 

00421134 BC 00 3D 00 00 00 00 00 6EC1D5E1 000000.000 000000 V 00 8 +0000
00421135 2A 28 00 2D 00 00 00 00 6EC1D5E1  000000.000 000000 V 00 8 +0000

Figure 9: Here is an example of two lines from a stream of data. This is clearly 
a  particle that went directly through the paddles connected to channel 1 and 2, 
considering it has a near simultaneous rising edge in each channel, and then a 
falling edge a clock tick later. Everything from the second long hex word to the 
right is ignored, and channel 4 was not used. 

4.5  Data Analysis

Once the experiment was run, a python program was written in order 
to analyze all the data. It took in a text file of over 13.7 million lines of 
the data words above, and looked for events that followed the decay 
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guidelines. The program looks at chunks of data called clusters to see 
if that cluster has an initial muon hit, and then a secondary electron 
hit some time later. The program reads through the data one line at a 
time. The first line it reads in sets a bound 500 clock ticks away, which 
is 12 µS, saying that this will be the end of the cluster (basically no 
lifetime can be longer than this). Looking at each line, the program 
checks each channel to see if the sensor went off, and if not all went 
off in one line, the program appends the line to the cluster. Once the 
timestamp exceeds bound, the program checks the cluster to see if it 
is an actual event or not (and then also resets the bound for the next 
cluster). In order for a cluster to be considered an event it has to go 
through a long test: it must have all sensors go off at some point; the 
length of the cluster must be greater than zero (which seems obvious 
but the code was running into trouble with this); the lines in the cluster 
must be greater than 20 ticks (0.48 µS), because that is just noise; the 
last line of the cluster must have the third sensor go off, because that 
means it ends with the secondary hit; finally, the timing of signals in 
the cluster must be so that there is an initial hit with only channels 
one and two, and then another hit later with at least channel three, 
and also not all the channels. Due to this extremely strict test, many 
events were likely left out, but also very few incorrect events, if any at 
all, were allowed into the data. In the end, just 128 events were found, 
leading to a small sample size to analyze the data, which lead to a less 
precise answer. Had there been access to a more powerful computer, 
the code would do much more analysis on the data in order to find all 
events, for example not checking just chunks of 500 lines sequentially, 
but checking every possible chunk of 500 lines. 

4.6  Commands

•  RE: Reset the board to its default settings.
 
•  RB: Resets the coincidence counters and the “clock.” (This was   
 often used to test communication with the board while setting up  
 the terminal software).
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•  CE: Counters enabled, data lines written directly to the 
 terminal screen.
 
•  CD: Counters disabled, stops lines from being written to 
 terminal screen.
 
•  WT 01 _ _, WT 02 _ _: Sets the time delay of the DAQ board. This  
 delays the output of a signal so that the board can “look back in  
 time.” Basically, when counter 1 gets a signal, it will “hold on” to  
 that signal for the length of the time delay, looking for a signal from  
 counter 2 or 3, which would make it a coincidence. Otherwise, the  
 board would lose the data from counter 1 before it knew there was  
 a signal from counter 2 that made the event a coincidence. WT 02  
 - WT 01 sets the time delay, so WT 01 00 and WT 02 11 would be  
 17 clock ticks (remember that all commands are in hexadecimal).
 
•  WC 00 _ _: Set the coincidence level, and the desired enabled   
 channels. The first character sets whether there will be 1-fold  
 coincidence, which is just singles events (0), 2-fold coincidence, 
 which means an event must go through two channels (1), 3-fold  
 coincidence, an event must go through 3 channels (2), or 4-fold  
 coincidence, which means it must go through all four channels   
 (3). The second character sets which channels will be enabled.
 The hex character, translated into binary, will give a four bit binary  
 code. Starting from the right, a one signifies the channel is open,  
 and a 0 that the channel is closed. Thus, D would translate into   
 1101, which means that all channels are enabled except channel 2.  
 Often used in this experiment was 7, which translates to 0111,   
 which all channels open except the fourth. The final command   
 would be something like WC 00 27, which would mean the board is  
 looking for 3-fold coincidences with channels 1 through 3 open.
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•  WC 02 cd, WC 03 ab: These commands set the gate width. The 
 gate width is the length of time that the board will measure the   
 voltage of the signal after the initial edge. Basically, this is the 
 length of the voltage drop resulting from the event, which can 
 be seen on an oscilloscope in figure 7. WC 02 writes the second  
 8 bits of the binary number, and WC 03 the first 8, so the example  
 command would be abcd in hexadecimal. 
 
•  TL 1 __: Sets the threshold for the voltage signal. The first number  
 sets which channel the threshold is being set for (1 for channel 1, 
 2 for channel 2, 3 for channel 3, and 4 for all channels), and the   
 second number sets the actual threshold in millivolts. 
 
•  ST 3 __: Measures the scalars events from each paddle, as well as  
 the number coincidences, in the given period of time that the 
 user enters. For example, the command ST 3 3 would let the   
 detector run for three minutes, and then would display the 
 singles events through each counter, and the total coincidences 
 in that time.

5  Experiments

5.1  Relativity Experiment
 
The experiment that was initially attempted was the muon mean lifetime 
experiment, which is significant because it is experimental evidence 
for time dilation, as described above. The idea in this experiment is to 
compare the flux rates of muons at significantly different altitudes. By 
doing this, the flux rates can be plugged into the equation shown in 
Figure 9, and the Earth reference frame lifetime of the muons can be 
found, thus showing the effects of time dilation.

Figure 10: This equation shows how flux rates at different altitudes are related to muon 
lifetime. Flux1 is the flux rate at the higher altitude, Flux2 is the flux rate at the lower 
altitude, t is the flight time from one altitude to another, and τ is the lifetime of the muons [8]. 
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5.2  Lifetime Experiment
 
Another way to find the lifetime is to try and trap a muon inside the 
detector, forcing it to slow down to non-relativistic speeds, and thus 
decay within the detector. For the final configuration, reams of paper 
were simply put directly in between two of the paddles. Basically, it is 
the plateau configuration, except there are reams of paper in between 
paddle 2 and 3. If there is a coincidence between the first two paddles, 
and then a hit in the third a few microseconds later, it means that a 
muon went through the first two, decayed in the paper, and then an 
electron was emitted and picked up by the third paddle. The time in 
between the coincidence and the third paddle hit is the lifetime of the 
muon. Muons follow the radioactive decay model, so by plotting decay 
length against number of hits, an exponential curve can be fit in order 
to find the lifetime, as shown in Figure 11.

Figure 11: This equation shows the probability for decay lifetimes of the muon.  
The equation makes it easy to isolate the lifetime (τ) in a graph model. 

Originally, this experiment was set up by putting the paddles in a 
triangular formation with paper in between, as shown below in Figure 
12. The idea was to have the initial trigger be in the top paddle, and 
then the secondary hits in the two paddles below. However, efficiency 
was sacrificed for simplicity. 
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Figure 12: The original configuration for the lifetime experiment had the paddles in 
a triangular formation, with the top paddle being the muon trigger and the bottom 
two being secondary electron detectors. This configuration was more complicated to 
program with the board, so it was scratched for a simpler method.

6  Plateauing

Plateauing is the process through which the optimal operating voltage 
is found for the photomultiplier tubes in the paddles. With too high 
a voltage, most of the signals picked up become noise as opposed 
to actual muons. Too low a voltage and actual muon hits become 
lost. To do this, the paddles are first stacked directly on top of each 
other as shown in Figure 13. Then, coincidence rates are measured at 
incrementing voltages. Voltage is then graphed against coincidence 
rate, and the graph has a visible plateau for a range of voltages. Within 
this range is the optimal voltage. An example of a plateau graph is 
shown in Figure 14, and the remaining graphs, as well as the raw data 
for the three paddles, is shown in the Appendix. The optimal voltages 
for all paddles is shown in Table 1.
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Figure 13: The plateau configuration stacks the paddles directly on top of each other 
and close together since it is simply detecting coincidences between paddles.

 

Figure 14: This is the plateau graph for paddle D. The graph clearly shows a plateau 
between 1000mV and 1100mV, leading to the choosing of an optimal voltage at 
1050mV. 
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Paddle Voltage (mV)

A 1100

C 1225

D 1050

Table 1: The optimal voltages for each paddle found through the plateau process.

7  Procedures

7.1  Equipment Setup Procedure

1. Setup paddles in the experimental configuration chosen.

2. Wear static leash in order to handle the DAQ board.

3. Holding the board in leashed hand, attach the BNC connectors 
from the paddles to the BNC channels on the board.

4. Attach the board and the voltage control box, with the male end of 
the cable in the box and the female end in the board.

5. Connect the computer USB port the the Serial port on the board.

6. Plug the board into power with the 120V AC to 5V DC 
converter cable.
 
7.2  Terminal Emulator Setup Procedure

1. Set Bits per second or baud rate to 115,200 (115.2k). 

2. Set Data bits to 8.

3. Set Parity to none.

4. Set Stop bits to 1.

5. Set Flow control to Xon/Xoff.
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7.3  Lifetime Experiment Procedure

1. Configure paddles with paddle A and C aligned on top, as close 
together as possible, with reams of paper below C, below that 
paddle D in the same alignment as the other paddles.
 
2. Use wooden blocks and clamps in order to ensure paddles 
remain aligned.
 
3. Follow equipment setup procedure.
 
4. Follow terminal setup procedure.
 
5. Set readout time to 48nS using command WC 02 02, WC 03 00.
 
6. Log the data lines to a text file.
 
7. Use the command CE (counters enabled) to print out the data lines.
 
8. Allow to run for approximately a day.
 
9. Enter command CD (counters disabled) to stop the data stream.
 
10. Unlog the file.
  
11. Upload data into analyzing program to analyze it.

7.4  Plateau Procedure

1. Follow the equipment setup procedure.

2. Find the voltage for paddle A that yields an approximate singles 
rate of 40Hz.
 
3. Align paddle A directly above paddle B.
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4. Ensure paddle A is plugged into channel 0 on the DAQ board.
 
5. Using the terminal emulator, set the board to measure 2-fold 
coincidences between channel 0 and 1 using the command WC 00 13.
 
6. Set the time delay to 4 using the command WT 01 00, WT 02 04, 
and the gate width to 10 using the command WC 03 00, WC 02 0A.
 
7. Set the voltage threshold to 500mV using the command TL 4 500.
 
8. Set the tube voltage of B to 800mV.
 
9. Measure the coincidence rate between A and B for 3 minutes, using 
the command ST 3 3.
 
10. Repeat step 7 with increasing voltages at increments of 50 mV 
until 1500 mV.
 
11. Plot Voltage vs Coincidence Rate, locate the middle of the plateau, 
and use that as the optimal tube voltage for paddle B.
 
12. Repeat steps 3-11 for the remaining paddles, using an already 
plateaued paddle as the trigger.

8  Results

Lifetime = 1.553µS + 0.303µS - 0.198µS ± 0.203µS

In order to obtain a value for the lifetime of the muon, all the data was 
put into bins of various sizes based on their decay time, and the counts 
in those bins were graphed as a function of the decay time. This graph 
was given an exponential fit, and lifetime was extrapolated using the 
calculation shown in Table 2.
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Figure 15: Measured decay time vs. counts per bin with bin size 0.5µS. The C value of 
this curve fit is used to find the lifetime.

8.1  Calculations

Decay Equation: Curve Fit Model:

N = No * exp^-t/τ

τ = Lifetime
y = A * exp-Cx

y = A * exp-x/(1/C)

1/C = τ = Lifetime

C = 0.6439
1/C = 1.553 = τ
Lifetime = 1.553μS

Table 2: The comparison of the exponential decay equation and the curve fit equation, 
which are compared to extrapolate the lifetime. 

8.2  Error

To determine the total error on this lifetime calculation, two types 
of error were taken into account. The first is statistical error. This is 
found simply from the error on the C value (which was what was 
used to find the lifetime) in the curve fit. By calculating the different 
lifetimes with the error on that C value, an error is found of + 
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0.303µS and - 0.198µS. The other type of error is systematic error, 
which is calculated by finding the percent error of different methods 
used in the experiment and analysis. Due to the time spent on this 
experiment, only one method was used, but in analysis, different bin 
sizes for the lifetime counts were tested. Thus, systematic error is 
based purely on the different bin sizes tested. Below in Table 3 is a 
calculation of this systematic error, which turned out to be 0.203µS. 

Bin Size (µS) C Value Lifetime (µS) Percent Error

0.5 0.6439 1.553 0

0.3 0.7104 1.408 9.3

0.2 0.5514 1.814 16.8

Total Percent Error Total Systematic Error

13.05% ± 0.203µS

Table 3: The differences for the lifetime when changing bin size, as well as the total 
percent error, and thus the systematic error. 

9  Conclusion

In conclusion, this experiment found the lifetime of the muon to be 
1.553µS + 0.303µS - 0.198µS ± 0.203µS. While the mean value is nearly 
thirty percent off the accepted value of 2.2 µS, with error the value gets 
as close as 2.059 µS. While this value is not as close as desired, it is 
not terrible for the first experiment. Run again, the experiment would 
be optimized in order to get a more accurate value. Mainly, the test 
would be run for significantly more time in order to get significantly 
more events. Furthermore, a more powerful computer would be found 
to run more efficient analysis in order to find all events in the data. 
Another change, given more time, would have been to find a more 
efficient configuration in order to capture more muons. 

Overall, however, this experiment was incredibly interesting to run. I 
learned a lot not only about the experiment itself (the muons and the 
paddles and such), but also things that are more applicable outside of 
this experiment, such as some aspects of the DAQ board (TDCs and 
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other interesting bits of technology) and analytical approaches used 
by the terminal emulator (gate width and time delay). Furthermore, I 
gained a lot of skill and experience in simply running such a complicated 
experiment, learning how to approach each piece of the setup and figure 
out how to implement what I want to do. Finally, I was also able to learn 
a lot about python through analyzing the data, an experience that I am 
sure will be invaluable going forward in data analysis.

While it was a great experience, there are definitely things I would do 
differently next time. My biggest issue was getting caught up in setting 
up software early in the project, and thus my progress was slow for a 
long time. While the software itself was frustrating, it would have been 
a good opportunity for me to be more forward-thinking in figuring out 
my experimental setup and learning about the different aspects of the 
commands. This would have allowed me to run the experiment much 
earlier, and hopefully collect more data and thus get better results. 
Furthermore, having more time would have allowed be to implement 
some of the aforementioned changes that also could have improved 
the experiment. 

In the end, this was a valuable and fulfilling experience. It was incredibly 
interesting to be able to do an experiment on particle physics, and 
ultimately be able to measure the lifetime of a fundamental particle!
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11  Appendix - Additional Plateau Data

 
Figure 16: A plateau voltage for paddle A was chosen at 1100mV, erring on the side of 
less noise.
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Figure 17: Although a less pronounced plateau for paddle C, the optimal voltage was 
chosen at 1225mV.

Voltage 
(mV)

Singles A 
(count)

Singles A 
(Hz)

Singles C 
(counts)

Singles C 
(Hz)

Coincidences 
(counts)

Coincidences 
(Hz)

850 772 4.289 8971 49.839 545 3.028

900 1704 9.467 9022 50.122 1211 6.728

950 2911 16.172 9036 50.2 1588 8.822

1000 4354 24.189 9135 50.75 1591 8.839

1050 7052 39.178 8881 49.339 1546 8.589

1100 10532 58.511 9024 50.133 1681 9.339

1150 14485 80.472 8988 49.933 1681 9.339

1200 18982 105.456 8856 49.2 1592 8.844

1250 26301 146.117 8909 49.494 1707 9.483

1300 53071 294.839 8990 49.944 1801 10.006

1350 151113 839.517 8842 49.122 1831 10.172

1400 327270 1818.167 9183 51.017 1939 10.772

1450 556354 3090.856 9221 51.228 1990 11.056

1500 739405 4107.806 8893 49.406 1978 10.989

Table 4: Paddle A plateau procedure raw data, with paddle C as trigger and held at 
1225 mV. 
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Voltage 
(mV)

Singles C 
(count)

Singles C 
(Hz)

Singles D 
(counts)

Singles D 
(Hz)

Coincidences 
(counts)

Coincidences 
(Hz)

850 49 0.272 7402 41.122 25 0.139

950 556 3.089 7665 42.583 389 2.161

1050 2257 12.539 7396 41.089 1415 7.861

1100 3246 18.033 7197 39.983 1503 8.35

1150 5091 28.283 7543 41.906 1638 9.1

1200 7418 41.211 7298 40.544 1643 9.128

1250 10308 57.267 7549 41.939 1697 9.428

1300 13310 73.944 7394 41.078 1629 9.05

1350 17610 97.833 7529 41.828 1717 9.539

1400 22503 125.017 7234 40.189 1666 9.256

1450 30061 167.006 7578 42.1 1854 10.3

1500 41113 228.406 7283 40.461 1803 10.017

Table 5: Paddle C plateau procedure raw data, with paddle D used as the trigger and 
held at 1054 mV. 

Voltage 
(mV)

Singles D 
(count)

Singles D 
(Hz)

Singles C 
(counts)

Singles C 
(Hz)

Coincidences 
(counts)

Coincidences 
(Hz)

850 515 2.861 9124 50.689 337 1.872

900 1592 8.844 8974 49.856 1091 6.061

950 2739 15.217 8919 49.550 1551 8.617

1000 4301 23.894 8916 49.533 1620 9

1050 6953 38.628 8889 49.383 1637 9.094

1100 10654 59.189 8838 49.1 1645 9.139

1150 16358 90.878 9043 50.239 1752 9.733

1200 24379 135.439 9138 50.767 1770 9.833

1250 54209 301.161 8985 49.917 1823 10.128

1300 355994 1977.744 8804 48.911 1885 10.472

Table 6: Paddle D plateau procedure raw data, with paddle C used as the trigger and 
held at 1225 mV.
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